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INTRODUCTION

Cognition and learning are central concepts in educational
psychology. Research on these topiCS has been productive both
for advancing fundamental scientific understanding and far in·
forming educational practice. In this chapter, we review re
search accomplishments that have influenced the character of
educational practice significantly. We also review research that
has imponant practical implications but that has only begun to
inform practices of education.

We believe that educatlonal research is undergoing a major
advance that '9,'ilJ further deepen our theoretical understanding
of fundamental processes of cognition, learning, and teaching
and further strengthen our abilities to contribute to educational
practice. This advance is leading toward a psychology of cogni
tion and learning that indudes individual, .social, and environ
mental factors in a coherent theoretical and practical under

standing. Accomplishing this change will require merging and
eX1ending concepts and methods that, until recently, have de
veloped relatively separately in cognitive science, in ecological
psychology, and in ethnographic anthropology and sociology,

The relationship berween theoretical and practical under
standing is one of the important aspects of our science that is
currently in transition. One of the promising ideas is that re
search can provide more articulate and more valid principles
that serve as asst:mptians of practice CA. L. Brown, 1994; A. L.
Brown & Campione, 1994; J. S. Brown, 1991), To develop the
principles of a practical theory, several groups of researchers

are conducting studies that we refer to as design experiments
(A. 1. Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992). In these studies, researchers
and practitioners, particularly teachers, collaborate in the de
Sign, implemen12tion, and analysis of changes in pl'2ctice. Re
sults prOVide case studies that can serve as instructive models
about conditions that need to be satisfied for reforms of the
same kind to be successful, and about conditions that impede
success. Results also contribute to an accumulating body of
theoretical principles about processes of cognition and learning
in the social and material environments of schools and other set
tings.

There are distinct traditions in educational theories and prac
tices that derive from differing perspectives on the phenomena
of the domain. We organize our discussion '9,'ith three general
perspectives that have developed in psychological research.
We recognize that other organizing principles could be chosen,
and that many of our colleagues would characterize the field
in different terms. Our version groups together many research
contributions that could be distinguished in imponam v,-ays.
We have arrived at this grouping, however, in our own effort
to understand broad trends and issues in educational research,
and we hope that this characterization is helpful to readers in
their efforts to grasp general characteristics of the field.

The perspectives correspond to three general views of
knowing and learrung in European and North American
thought, which, generally follOWing Case 0991, 1992) and
Packer (1985), we refer to as empiriCist, rarionalist, and prag
matist-sociobistoric. For the third view, Case used the simpler
label "sociohistoric," but we use the adrninedJ,' more cumber-
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16 • COGNmON AND MOTIVATION

some term to emphasize the largely separate origins of the
view in American thought. Packer's discussion, focused on the
hermeneutic perspeaive, exemplified by Heidegger, provides
background for the situative perspective (Winograd & Flores,
1986) described below. Empiricism, typified by Locke and
Thorndike, emphasizes consistency of knowledge with experi
ence. Rationalism, typified by Descartes and Piaget, emphasizes
conceptual coherence and formal criteria of truth. Pragmatism,
typified by Dewey and Mead, and sociohistoricism, typified by
Vygotsky, emphasize that knowledge is constructed in practical
activities of groups of people as they interact with each other
and theirmalerial environments. Current manifestations ofthese
three perspectives are the beha~~·ori.stperspective, the cognitive
perspective, and the siluative perspective.

All three of these perspectives have contributed, and con
tinue to contribute, important insights to fundamental scientific
knowledge and understanding of cognition and learning and
have influenced educational practices significantly. While each
perspective is valuable, they frame theoretical and practical
issues in distinctive and complementary ways, somewhat in the
way that physiCS, chemistry, and biology frame issues sur
rounding processes such as genetic replication in different but
complementary 'Il.'ays. We hope, in this chapter, to convey the
considerable strengths of all three of the perspectives and the
value and importance of using their resources pluralistically in
considering educational problems.

In the second section of this chapter we discuss theoretical
developments within the three perspectives. The section is orga
nized around three theoretical issues: the nature of knO'll.·ing,
the nature of learning and transfer, and the nature of motivation
and engagement. We discuss research regarding each of these
issues from the three perspectives.

In the third section we discuss ways in which the three
perspeCtlves contribute to understanding and carrying out edu
cational pra:tices. The section is organiz.ed around three practi
cal issues: design ofleaming environments, analysis and formu
lation of curricula, and assessment, which we discuss from the
three theoretical perspeaives. We discuss these as examples
of issues in educational practice in which recent and current
design experiments have begun to develop a coherent body
of principles in practice. Of course, these are a small subset of
the practical issues that must be addressed and understood in
the broad efforts 10 strengthen the educational system, and we
discuss some additional issues briefly in the lasl section of this
chapter (see CoNc:LUSIONS, p. 39).

ISSUES OF THEORETICAL
CONCEPTUALIZATION

This section considers three thematic issues in the theory of
cognition and learning:

• the nature of knowing,

• the nature of learning and transfer, and

• the nature of motivation and engagement.

The three general perspectives, the behaviorist/empiricist
view, the cognilive/ralionalist view, and the situative/pragma-

tist-sociohistoric view, frame each of these issues in distinctive
and complementary ways.

In the behaviorist/empiricist view, knowing is an organized
accumulation of associatioos and components of skills. Learn
ing is the process in which a.ssoc.iations and skills are acquired,
and uansfer occurs to the extent that behaviors learned in one
situation are utilized in another situation. Motivation is a state
or the learner that favors formation of new associations and
skills, primarily involving incentives for attending to relevant
aspects of the situation and for responding appropriately. There
are three traditions that we consider contributed to this view.
.A.ssocialiontsm, which goes back to Locke and Hume, viewed
knowing as the associations between ideas and learning as
building new associations. BebaViOriSm took the position that
knowing could be characterized only in terms of observable
connections between stimuli and responses and learning in
tenns of fonning and strengthening or weakening and extin
guishing those connections through reinforcement or nonrein
forcement. Connectionism (or neural networks) treats knowl
edge as the panem of connections between neuronlike
elements and learning as the strengthening or weakening of
those connections.

The cognitive/rationalist perspective on knowledge empha
sizes understanding ofconcepts and theories in different subject
maner domains and general cognitive abilities, such as reason
ing, planning, solVing problems, and comprehending language.
There are three traditions of research that we consider to be
branches of the cognitive perspective. The oldest of these is
GesuU1 psycboloID', which emphasized the structural nature of
knowledge and the importance of insight in learning. A second
tradition, constructivism, was originally developed by Piaget
and is focused on charaaeriz.ing the cognitive grO'll.'t!l of chil
dren, especially their growth in conceptual understanding. The
third tradition, S)-7nbolic in/ormation processing, '\\'as developed
in American cognitive science by Chomsky, Simon, Newell, and
others and is focused on characterizing processes of language
understanding. reasoning, and problem soh·ing. (Case (992)
classified symbolic information processing as an empiricist tra
dilion because of its focus on knowledge as a set of associative
networks and procedures. We l0C2te it in the constructivist
category because ofits emphasis on the organization ofinfonna
tion in cognitive structures and procedures. 'This is but one
example of ways in which a classification has to include rela
tively arbitrary boundaries. Although there are Significant differ
ences of emphasis between these research traditions, they share
important framing assumptions, especially the constructivist
md information-processing traditions. All three tradilionsem
phasize the importance oforganized patterns in cognitive activ
ity. The constructivist and information-processing traditions
also focus on procedures and operations for representing and
reasoning about information. Learning is understood as a con
structive process of conceptual growth, often involving reorga
nization ofconcepts in the leamer's understanding, and growth
in general cognitive abilities such as problem-soh'ing strategies
and metacognitive processes. Discussions of motivation often
emphasize that much learning apparently occurs without the
need for extrinsic incentives, as in the case of learning one's
first language, and instead focus on '\\o'ays to foster the intrinsic
interest of learners in ideas and concepts.

The situative/pragmatist-sociohistoric perspective views
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- knowledge as distributed among people and their environ
ments, including the objects, artifacts, tools, books, and the
communities of '9:hich they are a part. Analyses of activity in
this perspective focus on processes of interaction of individuals
with other people and ~'ith physical and technological systems.
Indeed, the term interactive (Bickhard & Richie, 1983) is a close
synonym for the term Sf,tuative. Several research traditions have
contributed to the situative perspective. The best established
of these is ethnography, including the study ofcultural practices
and panerns of social interactions, as well as discourse analysis
and conversation analysis in activity theory, sociolinguistics.
anthropology, and sociology. Another research tradition is eco
logica:psychology, v,'hich studies behaviors as physical interac
tions in which animals, including people, participate in physical
and technological systems (e.g., Turvey, 1m, 1992). A third
research tradition is situation theo".', in logic and the philoso
phy of mind and language, which analyzes meaning and action
as relational systems and is developing a reformulation of logic
to support these relational analyses (e,g., Ba;wise & Perry, 1983;
Devlin, 1991). Knowing. in this perspective, is both an attribute
of groups that carry out cooperative activities and an anribute
of individuals v,'ho participate in the communities of which
they are members. A group or individual with knowledge is
attuned to the regularities of actiVities, which include the con
straints and affordances of social practices and of the material
and technological systems of environments. Learning by a
group or indh'idual involves becoming attuned to constraints
and affordances of material and social systems with which they
interact. Discussions of motivation in this perspective often
el'llPhasize engagement of individuals with the functions and
goals of the community, including interpersonal commitments
and ways in which individuals' identities are enhanced or dimin
ished by their participation.

Views of Knowing

The main reason for schooling is that students should in
crease in ""hat they know. But what is knowing? A major out
come of research in educltional psychology is the development
of theories, grounded in empirical evidence, that help us under
stand v,'hat knowing is, as well as how it develops in students'
learning activities. Different beliefs about the nature ofknowing
underlie different priorities, values, technologies. and practices
in educational activity.

Knou.:ing as Having Associations: The BebatJiorlsC/Empirlat
Vieu'. A strong tradition in psychology seeks to characterize
knowing as having an organized collection of connections
among elementary mental or behavioral units. These units may
be elementary sensory impressions that combine to form per
cep15 and concepts, or stimulus-response associations, or ab
stract elements of parallel, distributed networks. 'Jhi.s empirtdst
view emphasi:z.es that what someone knows is often a reflection
of that person's experience, and indeed, that coming to know
something requires an experience in which that knowledge
can be acqUired.

Stimulus-Response Association Theory. A thoroughly de
veloped version of the behaviorist view was accomplished be
ginning in the 19305. Key figures in this development were
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Tolman (1932), Guthrie (935), Skinner (938), and Hull (943),
and the theoretical issues continue to be developed in current
research (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). All of these theories
are framed by the assumption that behavior is to be understood
as the responses of an organism to stimuli in the situation. and
they make varying assumptions about the processes by which
stimulus-response associations are strengthened and weakened
in the events of an organism's activity and experience. Although
most of the systematic theoretical development is based on the
results of experiments on learning by animals, espeCially rats
and pigeons. the theoretical ideas of stimulus-response associa·
tions were also developed in analyses of human learning, espe
cially those involVing rote memorization (e.g., Estes, 1959;
Underwood & Schulz, 1960). A major influence of stimulus
response theory in education has been its support of a view
of knowledge as an assembly of specific responses, a form of
kno~'ledge often expressed as detalled behavioral objectives
in curricula and assessment.

An important general technique of task analysis has been
built on the assumption of associative knOv,'ing. Associationist
theories of learning called for analysiS of school slJbjeets into
collections of stimulus-response connections (e.g., Thorndike,
193]). Under the influence of behaviorists such as Skinner
(958), a further proposal that the collections ofspecific associa
tions be expressed as bebat~'oral objectives was added, and
Gagne 0%5) developed an elaborate system of carrying out
analyses of school tasks into discriminations, classifications,
and response sequences. This approach has had an enormous
influence on the design of curricula, where learning tasks are
arranged in sequences based on their relative complexity ac
cording to a task analysis, with simplet components treated as
prerequisites for more complex tasks in which the analysis
indicates that the prerequisites are included as components
(e.g., Gagne, 1968).

Parallel-Distributed Connectionism. The parallel-(/istrlb
uted network or neural network approach characterizes know
ing in terms of patterns of activation of units thaI excite or
inhibit each other (cf. Rumelhart, McClelland, & PDP Research
Group, 1986). These networks differ from net9,:orks of associa
tions in traditional behavior theory, which have units of stimuli
and responses. They also differ from the structures and proce
dures of cognitive theory, which have units that receive and
rnnsmit symbols. In parallel-distributed connectionism, cogni
tive states are represented as patterns of activation in a network
of elementary units. Each unit has only a level of activation
and connections with other units that transmit either excitation
or inhibition. In recognizing a panern in the situation, the net
work settles into a characteristic panern of active and inactive
nodes that is relatively stable, and that is different from the
activation panern into which it settles under different stimulus
conditions. In acting in the situation, a panern of activation
occurs thaI results in a specific pattern of movement. Different
patterns that can be perceived, and different actions that can
be performed. correspond to different patterns of activation
involving the same units, rather than to different units.

Although connectionist theories have not yet been applied
extensively to educational questions, the approach is potentially
very significant. II suggests an analysis of knowledge in terms
of attllnement to regularities in the panerns of environmental
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events and activities rather than in tenns of components, as in
behavioristic task analyses.

Knowing as Concepts and Cognitive Abilities: The Cognitive/
Rationalist View. A ~ond view treats knowing as having
structures of infonnation and processes that recognize and con
strUct panerns of symbols in order to understand concepts and
[0 exhibit general abilities, such as reasoning, solVing problems,
and using and understanding language. This approach provides
a basis for analyzing concepts and procedures of subject maner
curricula in tenns of information structures that have been speci
fied in considerable detail. This has provided much stronger
contact between cognitively oriented educational psychologists
and educators concerned with the curricula and teaching of
subject maner domains than there was with behavioristic educa
tional psychologists.

Conceptual growth and the grov.1h of reasoning have long
been active research topics in developmental psychology, and
these studies have proVided characterizations of general abili
ties and understandings that change as children grow older.
Infonnation-processing theories have also prOVided ways to
look at general cognitive abilities as general strategies for han
dling infonnation and as metacognitive processes.

General Schemata for Understanding and Reasoning. Pia
get's extensive body of ",'ork on children's cognitive develop
mem was constructed over several decades, but became influ
ential in American educational psychology in the 1960s. His
early work (e.g., 1927/1972, 1929, 1932) Iud focused on the
specific knoo;o,'ledge StrUctures that children develop
knowledge about physical and social causaliry, about the ori
gins of rules, laws, and moral obligation, about how machines
work. Beginning in the 1940s, however, Piaget began to formu
late a theory of the development of logical strUctures and,
although he actively rejeCted notions of biological determinism
in human development, he argued that the capaciry to compre
hend certain concepts was limited by the child'slevel ofgeneral
lo&icodeduc/ive development. Piaget's influence on educa
tional practice has been considerable, especially in reinforcing
and informing efforts to organiz.e science learning in a way that
involves students' discovery of prinCiples and concepts.

Conceptual Understanding. Research on children's under
standing of general concepts continues to be a significant topic
in developmental psychology. Recent research has focused on
the growth of children's understanding in domains such as
concepts of number (e.g., Gelman & Gallistel, 1978,1. B. Res
nick, 1989), biological concepts about liVing and nonliving
things (e.g., Carey, 1985; Hatano & wgaki, 1987; Keil, 1989),
and psychological concepts about mental functioning (e.g., J.
Flavell, Green, & Flavell, 1986; Wellman, 1990). This research
is developing accounts of the rich intuitive conceptual under
standing that children have, and that undergoes significant
change as they grow older. The research emphasizes that chil
dren's learning must be viewed as transforming Significant un
derstanding that they already have, rather than as simple acqui
sitions v.'rinen on blank slates. The results suggest that children's
understanding in the domain of concepts of a subject maner
provides a more important guide for the organization of CtJrric
ula and teaching than does the stage the)' have reached in

developing their general operational abilities in reasoning.
There is considerable evidence that as children grow, they are
able to handle more complicated tasks (Case, 1985), but we
doubt that educational practice needs to be guided very Strongly
by ideas about the development ofgeneral schemata of logico
deductive operations in children's reasoning.

Another line of research has examined conceptual under
standing where people display conceptual misunderstandings
that deviate from accepted scientific concepts. These alternative
understandings have been characteriZed by some as "miscon
ceptions" (e.g., McCloskey, 1983), and educators have been
concerned to find ways to combat them. More recent analyses
have charaCteriZed the results in terms of students' use of intu
itive conceptions that need to be further refined to apply cor
rectly in the situations thaI evoke misconceptions (e.g., Chi,
Slona, & de Leeuw, 1994; J. P. Smith, diSessa, &: Roschelle,
1993/1994; see also chapter 15, this volume). This view suggests
that intuitive understanding provides the basis for new under
standings that develop and should be treal~d as an essential
resource in students' leaming.

Reading and Writing. A major achievement of the infonna
tion-processing approach to cognition has been the analysis of
language abilities such as reading and "'Titing. Reading has
been analyzed as a combination of abilities to encode informa
tion from text into mental representations of leners and words,
to recognize the words and activate representations of their
meanings, to combine representations of words into the pat
terns of phrases and sentences and to form repr~sentations of
propositions that they' express, and to combine representations
of propositions into coherent representation! of information
conveyed by texts (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1980, Kintsch & van
Dijk, 1978; A. M. Lesgold & Perfetti, 1978). The importance in
these models of recognizing and representing relations among
the components of a text has led to revised measures of text

readabiliry (Miller & Kintseh, 1980) and methods of S)'stemati
cally improving texts so they are easier 10 understand (Brinen &
Gillgoz, 1991; Chambliss & Calfee, 1996; KintsCh, 1994).

Problem SolVing and Reasoning. The cognitive theory de
veloped in the 1970s and 1980s included information-pro-'
cessing models of problem solVing and reasoning. Using con
cepts and programming methods from the theory of text
comprehension (e,g., Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) and problem
solving (Newell & Simon, 1972), several analyses ofunderstand
ing and solVing text problems, especially in mathematics and
science, have been developed (see Greeno & Simon, 1989;
VanLehn, 1989, for reviews). The most popular programming
format has been the production S)'stem, where each cvmponent
ofknowledge is represented as a condition-action pair in which
the condition is a panern of S)'mbols and the action is another
panem of symbols that is constnlcted by the pr::>gram if the
panem in the condition is matched in the situation. These mod
els include simulations of lext comprehension that construct
representations of the given information of the problem using
schemata for general panerns. Based on the question of the
problem, a model simulates seTting a goal 10 find that answer,
and applies operators that transform information in the problem
representation, seTting subgoals if necessary, to constrUct a solu
tion of the problem.
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Researchers have also investigated reasoning and under

standing that depends on mental representations, called mernal
models, that provide a kind of simulation of events rather than
descriptions ofevents (Gentner & Stevens, 1983; Halford, 1993;
Johnson-Laird, 1983). In reasoning with a descriptive represen
tation, as Newell &. Simo.o (972) hypothesized, an operation
is applied to an expre.ssiao., such as an equation or a proposi
tion, that describes a situation. The operation produces a new
expression describing the situation. In reasoning with a mental
simulation, a model represents properties of the system, and
operating on the model changes some of those properties in
Vo'ays that correspond 10 changes in properties of the system.

Gener;;.l and Specific Strategies and Competencies. The idea
of general problem-solving heuristics has also played an im
portant role in the cognitive view of knowing and learning.
Newell (980) introduced the lerms weak methods and strong
methods as labels for the distinction between general skills and
methods in specific domains. By strong, Newell meant that a
person with a great deal of relevant, well-organized knowledge
would be able to solve a ne"" problem efficiently, in part by
recognizing familiar patterns in the new situation, thus by
passing the need for tedious, step-by-step analysis. But strong
methods require domain-specific knowledge, and everyone is
likely to encounler problems for which they do not have the
appropriate domain-specific knowledge. In those cases, they
must rely on mote general but weaker (more time-consuming,
Jess reliable) general heuristics.

A specific theoretical version ofweak problem-solving meth
ods Vo'as expressed in L"le General Problem Solver (GPS), devel
oped as a contribution 10 both artificial intelligence (Ernst &.
Newell, 1%9) ar,d cognitive psychology (Newell & Simon,
1972). The problem-solving method ("means-ends analysis")
programmed in GPS is a general heuristic procedure that has
to be c0mbined with information in a specific domain to work
on a problem.

General competencies for thinking have been studied and
discussed extensively in developmental psychology (see our
earlier discussion of Piaget), in the development of curricula
for development of thinking skills (in pan III), and in the psy
chology of individual differences (see chapters 8 and 9). In
differential psychology, there is a long-standing debate over
whether there is a significant faCtor of general intelligence (e.g.,
Spearman, 1904), or whether differences among individuals
consist of multiple competencies in domains such as verbal,
spatial, mechanical, and the use of formal symbols (Thurstone,
1938), The laner view has been developed in recent research
and discussion by H. Gardner (983).

Many writers concerned with learning in specific subjects
have also emphasized the need for students to adopt general
panerns of thinking and problem solving that are productive
in those domains. A well-known example in mathematics is
the work ofPolya (e.g., 1945) who characterized heuristic meth
ods for solving difficult problems in ways that can lead to
enrichment of undemanding. Schoenfeld (985) has extended
this line of thinking with systematic research on mathematical
problem solving.

Recognition of the power of strong, knowledge-specific
methods in problem solving was pan of what has been called
the knowledge revolution within cognitive science (Feigen-
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baum, 1989). Cognitive research began to focus heavily on
mapping the nature of the knowledge that supports strong
problem solving and reasoning. In educational psychology,
Study after study showed that Students' abiliry to understand
texts, to solve mathematical problems, or to learn new concepts
in the social or natural sciences depended heavily on what the
students already knew (Glaser, 1984). People need organizing
schemata in order to understand and use new information. The
richer and more appropriate to the problem these schemata
are, the faster and more effectively will people be able 10 solve
the problem. We discuss research concerning general strategic
aspects of knowing and the coments of subject matter domains
further in the third section of this chapter, IssUES OF PRAC11CAl
CoNCEl'TlJAUZATION, p, 26.

Metacognitive Processes. Another imponant theme in the
cognitive view of knowing is the concept of metacognition,
the capaciry to reflect upon one's own thinking, and thereby
to monitor and manage it. These strategies have been studied
under many labels, all pointing to the imponance of self-con
scious management of one's own learning and thinking pro
cesses.

This theme was introduced by developmental psychologiSts
(e.g., A. L. BroVo'n, 1978; Flavell &. Wellman, 1977), who noted
that a reflective, self-monitoring capaCity discriminated devel
opmentally advanced children from their less advanced peers.
For example, research with children ~'ho have special difficulry
in reading has shown that they differ panicularly from more
able readers in being less likely to monitor their comprehension
and actively generate expeetations about the information in the
passage (A. L. Brown &. Campione, 1981).

Research comparing excellent adult learners "'ith less capa
ble ones also confirmed that the most successful learners elabo
rate ""hat they read and construct explanations for themselves.
Chi, Bassok, Lewis, IUemann, and Glaser (989) proVided a
particularly clear demonstration in a Study of physics students
learning from worked-out example problems. Students were
classified on the basis of their performance on a test given after
they studied a chapter in a physics text, and of their activities
during learning as they studied the example problems. The
bener students treated the examples qUite differently, con
structing explanations of solutions in terms of problem goals
and physics principles discussed in the texts, rather than simply
anending to the sequence of steps in solutions, as the poorer
students tended to do. An assumption that learning is facilitated
when students construCt explanations of problem solutions is
also 5upponed by evidence provided by C. Lewis (988), and
is used in the rotoring systems that Anderson and his associates
have developed for domains of high school geometry and alge
bra and US? prograrruning (Anderson, Boyle, &. Reiser, 1985).
A contrast like the one between Chi and colJeagues' (989)
bener and poorer students was also discussed by ~non,

Hounsell, and EntwhistJe (984), who distinguished between
deep and shallow strategiC approaches to learning taken by
different students.

Students' Epistemological Beliefs. Students' learning activi
ties are also influenced by their beliefs and understandings of
the nature of knowing and learning. An example was observed
by diSessa (985), who contrasted the learning activities of two

,I
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students in a college physics course. One student, who called
himself a "results man," focused on acquiring the ability to
solve problems correctly. The other student focused on under
standing concepts and prindples and their interrelations. Di
Sessa characterized these two students as having different naive
epistemologies, that is, as basing their learning on different
beliefs and understandings of what it means to know in the
domain of physics. According to the "results man," knowing
was constiMed by the ability to solve problems correctly, but
according to the other student, knowing involved conceptual
understanding.

Dweck (1983; Dweck & Legett, 1988) studied how differ
ences in students' epistemological beliefs and understandings
interact with their engagement in tasks that involve difficult
challenges and their persistence in the face of difficulties. She
differentiated students as to whether they pursue performance
goals (i.e., they want to do well) or learning goals (Le., they
""'ant to become more capable). Those students .....'ho believe
that intelligence is a fixed trait (you are either sman or not in
some area) tend to adopt performance goals, while those who
believe that intelligence is acquired tend to adoptleaming goals.
If students pursue learning goals, they seek challenges and
sho"'" high persistence in the face of difficulties. But if they
adopt performance goals, they will only seek challenges and
persist ""'hen they are confident of their ability to accomplish
the task. Surprisingly, adoption of performance versus learning
goals does not correlate with intelligence. In fact, Dweck found
that highly intelligent girls tend to adopt performance goals,
whereas highly intelligent boys are more likely to adopt learn
ing goals.

Research by Gilligan and her associates (e.g., Gilligan, Ward,
Taylor, & Bardige, 1988) has shown that tile experiences of
many girls dUring adolescence have panicularly debilitating
effects on their beliefs and understandings of themselves as
knOWing agents. They anribute these effects to broad 'social
influences, including strong social expectations that girls should
not panicipate assenively in intellectual activities, at the risk of
being perceived as unfeminine.

An extensive discussion of epistemological beliefs was pro
vided by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986), on
the basis of interviews with women about their beliefs and
understandings of their experiences and capabilities for
learning. Belenky et a1. disting'Jished several epistemological
stances, including a belief that knowledge is received from
authorities, and two varieties of constructivism, one in which
knowledge is distinct from what is known, and one in which
knowledge is a form of connection with the ideas, information,
and people that one knows about.

Knotl:ing as Distribured in tbe World: Tbe Sftuative/Pragma
tist·Sociobiston·c View. A third perspective on knowing fo
cuses on the way knowledge is distributed in the world among
individuals, the tools, anifacts, and books that they use, and
the communities and practices in which they partidpate, The
situative vie"'" of knO\,.,ing, involVing attunements to constraints
and affordances of activit)' systems, suggests a fundamental
change in the way that instructional tasks are analyzed. The
change is away from analyses of component subtasks to analy
ses of the regularities of successful actiVity.

Partidpation in Practices of Communities. One form of
knowing, from this point of view, is an attribute of groups
that carry out cooperative activities. Groups are composed of
individuals, of course, and considering knowing as abilities of
groups in their practices (Le., collective knowini) is comple
mentary to considering knowing of individuals as their abilities
to participate in those practices (j.e., individual knowini). The
practices of a community provide facilitating and inhibiting
patterns that organize the group's activities and the participation
of individuals who are attuned to those regularities.

Cognitive research has begun to move out of the laboratory
and toward a concern with more naturalistic learning environ
ments. This research carries forward many elements of older
traditions of human factors research, but it is much broader in
scope and orientation, including ethnographic, ethnomethodo
logical, and cultural psychology traditions. A theory ofcognitive
situations is beginning to emerge that takes the distributed
nature of cognition as a starring point O. S. Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1989; L. B. Resnick, 1987b). in these theories, success
in cognitive functions such as reasoning, remembering, and
perceiving is understood as an achievement of a system, with
contributions of the individuals who partidpate, along with
tools and anifacts. This means that thinking is situated in a
particular context of intentions, social panners, and tools (L B.
Resnick, Levine, & Teasley, 1991; J. M. Levine, Resnick, & Hig
gins, 1993).

The knowing of communities in their social practices has
traditionally been studied more by anthropologists and sociolo
gists than by psychologists (although see Cole, Gay, Glick, &
Sharp, 1971), and recent analyses of cognitive perl'ormance
in work settings continue that tradition (e.g., Hutchins, 1995;
Workplace Project, 1991). Processes of discourse in social inter
action have been studied for some time by sociolinguists and
ethnomethodologists (e.g., Gumperz, 1982; SChegJoff, 1991)
and, more recently, by psycholinguists (e.g., Clark, 1992).

Everyday practices involVing reasoning about quantities
have been studied e.xtensively, providing important information
about reasoning capabilities that are not acqUired in school
(Lave, 1988; Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993; Saxe, 1990).
Practices of research communities have also been studied, for
example, by Latour and Woolgar 0979/1986), Lytlch (993),
and Ochs, Jacoby, and Gonzalez (1994), These studies have
prOVided information about ways in "",'hich information is inter
preted and ponrayed in the construction of data and explana
tions in the literature of a field such as physics and biology.

Knowing how to participate in social practices plays a crucial
role in aU aspects of a student's learning in and out of school.
Classroom activities are organized in various """ays, and children
panicipate in them more or less successfully. In typical panerns
of classroom discourse described by Cazden (986), Mehan
(979), and others, the teacher addresses questions to the class,
receives an answer from someone he or she calls on, and
evaluates the answer for the class's information. Different pat
terns of discourse in which small groups of students interact
with each other (e.g., Cohen, 1986) or in which students in the
class formulate questions and evaluate other students' presenta
tions are possible and have been discussed (e.g., Cobb et aI.,
1991; Fawcett, 1938; Lampert, 1990; SChoenfeld, 1987). A major
fe4ture of these alternative panerns of discourse is the distribu
tion of responsibility for proposing questions and explanations
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and for evaluating contributions made by students, with more
of those functions in the hands of students than in traditional
didactic instruction Knowing how to partidpate in these dis
course practices is an imporunt aspect of ability to understand
and inquire in subject maner disdplines, which includes ability
to distinguish questions, arguments, and explanations that are
taken as valid in the disdplines.

Abilities to Interact with Physical Environments. Ecological
psychology also redefines the nature ofknowing, but the analy
sis focuses on relations between actions and the physical situa
tion. Historically, a few psychologists have objected to the stim
ulus-response vie,;>: of behavior, arguing that a more general,
interactionist view of the relation between action and situations
is appropriate (e.g., Dewey, 1896; Lashley, 1951). However,
this interactionist viev-' was not developed systematically until
Gibson 0%6) developed a theory of direct perception. Gibson
focused on perception in the context of orienting and moving
about in an environment and argued that perception should
be understood as a process of picking up information as an
aspect of the agent's activit)', rather than as a process of con
structing representations of the situatien and operating on those
representations. Gibson 0979/1986) also began to develop the
concept of affordances, arguing that the psychologically sig
nificant information in environme:lts specifies ways in 'which
spatial senings and objects can contribute to our interactions
with them. Recently, Turvey 0990,1992) and others have been
developing this interactionist view by working out specific anal
yses of activities, such as juggling, in ""hich an agent and some
physical objects interact, applying forces to each other and
moving through space in a coordinated system. Norman (988)
has discussed principles in the design of artifacts that provide
affordances-sometimes of a negative kind-for human inter
actions with them.

Views of Learning and Transfer

learning and transfer are crilical issues for educational psy
chology. Learning is the process by which knowledge is in
creased or modified. Transfer is the process of applying knowl
edge in new situations. Educators want the knowledge that is
acqUired in school to apply generally in students' lives, rather
than being limited to the situations of classrooms where it is
acquired. That is to say, they ""ant the knowledge to trartsfer.
In this section, we sum.mari.Ze some of the contributions of
psychological research to the understanding of learning and
transfer and consider ways in which these contributions have
been influenced by the views of knowing that we discussed in
the previous section.

AcqUiring and Applying Associations: Tbe Bebaviorlst/
Empiricist View

learning. When people's kno""ledge is viewed as their hav
ing associations bern:een ideas or stimuli and responses, learn
ing is the fonnalion, strengthening, and adjustment of those
associations. Processes that have been analyzed in research
include (a) conditioning of reflexes, where a response to one
situation comes to be associated with another situation; (b)
reinforcement ofstimulus-response associations, where panicu-
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lar connections are strengthened by feedback from the environ
rnentj and (c) forming associations among units of verbal items,
as when people learn lists of words or digits.

The research on basic associative processes of learning has
imporunt implications for teaching and learning. One is the
importance of individual students' having opportunities to give
responses of the kind that they are to learn and of feedback
that is contingent on the individual student's responses. For
learning routine tasks, there are significant advantages of effi
ciency in individualizing instruction, so that each student re
sponds actively to questions and problems and receives feed
back for each response, feedback that the student can relate
dearly to the response that he or she gave. This has informed
the development of programmed instruction and computer pro
grams that teach routine skills in mathematics, reading, and
vocabulary. It has been found that students learn more effec
tively from such individualized instrUction than from standard
classroom instruction (e.g., Galanter, 1968; Suppes & Morn
ingstar, 1972).

Researchers in beha\'ioral conditioning also found that effec
tive learning usually requires Significant preparation, or sbap
ing, in which the learner becomes oriented to the general condi
tions of activity in which learning will occur. This is especially
important in instrumental conditioning, where the effect of
instruction depends on being able to reinforce desired re
sponses, which therefore must occur in order for the reinforce
ments to be provided. In conditioning experiments with aru
mals, shaping involves a period in which the trainer attends
carefully to the animal's activity in the learning environment,
first providing reinforcement for being near the apparatus that
the animal can respond to (e.g., a disk that a pigeon can peck),
then for orienting toward the apparatus, then for touching it,
and finally only for pecking it, the response that is desired.
nus kind of instrUction-by-approximation has clear parallels
in school learning, ",·here skilled teachers attend to students'
progress and prOVide encouragement for students' attention
and efforts as they achieve bener approximations to the panerns
of behavior that they need in order to succeed.

Analysis of complex tasks into learning hierarchies (Gagnl:,
1968) has been used in designing instructional sequences and
computer-based systems for lea ming routine skills. The hypoth
esis that smaller units of behavior need to be mastered as
prerequisites for more complex units provides a basis for ar
ranging sequences of instruction in which students are able to
succeed by learning in small steps. This decomposition hypothe- .
sis is currently being questioned by many in the cognitive com
munity (e.g., Resnick & Resnick, 1990, based on a concern that
instruction limited to presentation of small-te-Iarge components
can result in mechanical knowledge without suffident develop
ment of the usefulness or conceptual basis for procedures that
are learned.

The phenomena of classical conditioning emphasize that
imporunt learning can occur that is unintended, called inciden
tal learning. This is especially imporunt regarding affective
responses: Students' experiences of either pleasure and satisfac
tion or embarrassment and humiliation are likely to become
conditioned to stimuli in the circumstances of their learning,
thereby shaping students' future affective responses to the situa
tions of school learning.

In the connectionist perspective, learning is viewed as deve]-
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oping a pattern ofactivity that is aligned bettenvith the regulari
ties of the environment and successful penormance, rather than
as additions of components to the learner's cognitive structure.
Strengths of excitatory and inhibitory connections in the net
work are changed by presentation of feedback that allows the
pattern of activation in the netWork to be compared with a
desired pattern, and changes occur through a process of ad
justing connections to increase the match between the actUal
pattern of activation and the desired pattern (e.g., Rumelhart,
Hinton, & Williams, 1986).

Transfer. In the view that knowing is having associations,
learning in a new situation depends on how many, and which
kinds of associations needed in the new situation have already
been acqUired in the previous situation. The idea of transfer
in conditioning involves gradients of similarity along stimulus
dimensions, so that a response learned as an association to one
stimulus generalizes more strongly to other stimuli that are
similar to it in aU respects, and less strongly to stimuli that differ
from it in one or more dimensions. Thorndike (903) expressed
this as a theory of transfer based on cornmon elements. Later
theories expressed parallel ideas, invo!\'ing similarity between
stimuli and responses (Osgood, 1949), and the numbers and
kinds of condition-action production rules that are shared be
tween procedures thaI are learned initially and procedures that
are learned in a transfer situation (Singley & Anderson, 1989).

Acquin'ng and Using Conceptual and Cognitive Structures:
The Cognitive/Rationalist View

Conceptual learning. Most recent research on students'
conceptual learning in subjea maner domains has been orga
nized by the framing assumption of constntctivism, the assump
tion thaI understanding is gained by an active process of con
struction rather than by passive assimilation of information or
rote memorization (Confrey, 1990). Constructivist research in
the fields of subjea maner teaching and learning has been
strongly influenced by Piaget's ideas about cognitive develop
ment, particularly by the idea that conceptual abilities grow out
of intellectual activity rather than by absorption of information
(e.g., Steffe, Cobb, & von Glasersfeld, 1988).

Educational psychologists have contributed empirical and
theoretical research to this constructivist program. Many ofthese
studies have focused on use of concrete materials and other
analogies that are manipulated in ways that illustrate conceptual
principles (e.g., D. E. Brov.1l & Clement, 1989; Brownell, 1935;
L. B. Resnick & Omanson, 1987; Sayeki, Ueno, 8. Nagasaka,
1991; Wertheimer, 1945/1959). Several recent studies have
shown ways in which conceptual understanding can be fostered
in interactive computer environments (Kaput, 1989; Moore,
1993; Pea, 1993; Roschelle, 1992; Schwarz, Kohn, & Resnick,
1994; B. Y. White, 1993; Wiser & Kipman, 1988). These studies
provide valuable information about conditions in which learn
ing with understanding can occur.

Studies of cognitive development in subject matter domains
also have contributed to the constructivist program. They show
how significant conceptual growth in children's informal under
standing of numerical, biological, and psychological concepts
occurs over a period of years.

Another line of research emphasizes addressing students'

initial conceptual understandings by having them participate
in conversations about the meanings of concepts, including
formulating and evaluating questions, hypotheses, and argu
ments (Lampert, 1990; Minstrell, 1989; Yackel, Cobb, & Wood,
1991). The role of this discourse depends on the kind ofknow1
edge that students have, and there are differing hypotheses
about that, as we discussed in the previous section on p. 18.
I! one believes that students have an incorrea scientific theory
or misconception in the domain, then it is appropriate to elicit
their beliefs and confront them with contradictory evidence.
On the other hand, if one believes that their understanding is
based on intuitiOns that are valid in some circumstances, then
a more exploratory kind of conversation is probably more effec
tive. Then students can develop ways of talking and thinking
about phenomena and gradually become more attuned to the
ways in which properties in the domain are related (J. P. Smith,
diSessa, &Roschelle, 1993/1994; B. White & Frederiksen, 1990).

Learning Problem-Solving Representations and Procedures.
Symbolic information-processing models of solving text prob
lems characterize knowledge for solVing problems in terms of
procedures that represent problem information, set goals, and
transform symbolic expressions to satisfy the main problem
goal. Models ofleaming in this tradition simulate processes that
add to and modify the learners' procedural knowledge (see
Vanl.ehn, 1989, for a review).

One example, the Soar program, developed by Newell
(990) and his associates, constructs new procedural knowl
edge using a combination of weak problem-solVing methods
(see p. 18) and a process of chunking that converts a trace of
successful problem solving into new procedures. Soar works
on a problem using whatever representations and procedures
it already has. When it reaches an impasse that involves a
subgoal for which it does not have adequate procedures, it
constructs a problem space in which to find a solution to that
subproblem using weak search methods. When it has found a
way to achieve that subgoal it conStructs a new procedure by
a process of chunking.

Another example, by Anderson (983), simulates three kinds
oflearning processes: proceduralization, tuning, and autorniza
tion. Anderson assumed that in an early stage of learning to
solve a kind of problem, the student interprets information
that is available in declarative form, such as written or spoken
instructions or worked example problems. One hypothesis of
the model is that procedural knowledge is construaed, in the
form of condition-action production rules, that associate ac
tions that are performed in interpreting the declarative informa
tion with goals and stimulus information that the student attends
to. The conditions of production rules that are constructed are
consistent with information in the specific situation in which
they are formed, but those rules raIely have conditions that
include just the features that are needed to prOVide correct
penormance. As learning proceeds, tuning of the production
rules occurs in processes of discrimination and generalization,
based on feedback that the student's responses are correct or
in error. Finally, the model's procedures become more efficient
by combining rules that occur together.

Some information-processing models of learning include
hypotheses about roles of conceptual understanding in learning
problem-sohing procedures. One model, by VanLehn, Jones,



- and Chi (992), simulates learning to solve physics text prob
lems. Based on the finding of Chi et aI. (] 989) that bener learners
constructed explanations of problem steps in tenns of problem
goals and physics concepts, VanLehn et aI. simulated the con
struction of explanations as a process of deriving the steps of
solved examples and thereby adding problem-solving rules that
are associated with relevant conditions of problems. The model
also simulates learning of derivational knowledge by storing
representations of its derivations in a form that allows their use
as analogues to control search in later problem solving. Because
of this laner feature, the model learns more effectively dUring
its own problem solving, in addition to acquiring more useful
rules while it studies examples. .

Mother example is in work by Ohlsson and Rees (]991),
""hose model hypothesizes kno",'ledge of general prindples in
the form of constraints that are applied by the learning program
or by a tutor to evaluate the results of applying the model's
procedural knowledge as it works on problems. When a step
in problem solving produces violation ofa constraint, the model
constructs ne"" rules that take account of the conditions speci
fied in the constraint.

Transfer. Concepts and principles of a domain are designed
to provide generality, and studies of learning and transfer in
domains have often used tasks involVing transfer to test whether
students achieved understanding. In the cognitive perspective,
transfer is assumed to depend on acquiring an abstract mental
representation in the form ofa schema that designates relations
that compose a structure that is invariant across situations. In
analyses of problem solving, there is evidence that the general
schema has to be acqUired in initialleaming (Bassok & Holyoak,
1989; Gick & Holyoak, 1983), along with practice in applying
the schema to examples (Holland, Holyoak, Nisben, &1bagard,
1986), and that schemata that can be induced naturally as pat
terns of everyday experience are more easily taught than formal,
syntactic rule systems (Ni3bett, Fong, Lehman, & Cheng, 1987).

A large body of research has found that students often fail
to transfer from learning that they have accomplished. A. L.
Brown (989) pointed out that in research about children's
ability to lran:>f~l, the deck is Slacked in favor of finding that
transfer does not occur. Children are asked to solve a problem,
then a new problem is presented, and the experimenter ob
serves whether the new problem is solved in a way that uses
the initial solution. Usually, experimenters do their best to hide
the relation between the two problems when the second prob
lem is presented, so that if children do transfer, we can be sure
they did so spontaneously. More important, for Brown, the
potential generality of the initial solution is not made clear.
When Brown and Kane (1988) taught solutions of problems
and asked children to explain why the solutions were examples
of general themes, thus calling attention to their potential gener
alit}', the children in their experiments transferred much more
successfull". (See also chapter 3.)

There is an important theoretical and educational prindple
in these results about transfer. The manner in which solutions
of problems are presented can make a major difference for the
generality ofwhat is learned. Ifstudents understand the solution
as an example of a genera! method, and if they understand the
general features of the learning situation that are relevant to
use of the method, the abilities they learn are more likely to
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be applied generally. This idea is consistent with results of
research that has studied educational programs that are de
signed to strengthen students' general strategies and schemata
for thinking and reasoning. Two general conclusions of this
research are (a) that productive learning of thinking practices
occurs mainly in settings where subject maner coment is in
volved, and (b) successful programs emphasize the sodal pre
cesses of explanation, formulation of problems and questions,
and argumentation (L B. Resnick, 1987a).

Becoming Attuned to Constraints and Affordanus Through
Participation: The Situative!Pragmattst-Sociobtstorlc View

Learning. When knowing is viewed as practices ofcommu
nities and the abilities of individuals to participate in those
practices, then learning is the strengthening of those praCtices
and participatory abilities. Systems in which individuals learn
to participate in sodal practices are very common and indude
apprenticeship and other forms ofl:>eing initiated into the prac
tices of a group. Lave and Wenger (991) reviewed several
studies ofJearning involving apprenticeship and conduded that
a crucial factor in the success of such a system is that learners
must be afforded legitimate peripheral partidpation, which in
volves access to the practices that they are expected to learn
and genuine partidpation in the activities and concerns of the
group. Lave and Wenger characterized learning of practices as
processes of partidpation in which beginners are relatively
peripheral in the activities of a community, and as they become
more experienced and adept, their participation becomes more
central. A crudal issue in the nature of learning is whether,
and in what ways, the peripheral partidpation of beginners
is legitimate. For an environment of apprenticeship to be a
productive environment of learning, learners need EO have op
portunities \0 observe and practice activities in which their
abilities will become stronger in ",'ays that correspond \0 prog
ress toward more central partidpation.

The view that learning of practices occurs through partidpa
tion is at the root of the practices of apprenticeship, which
occur in work environments where apprentices are guided and
supervised by masters. In successful apprenticeship learning,
masters teach by shOWing apprentices how to do a taSk (model
ing), and then helping them as they try to do it on their own
(coaching and fading). Lave and Wenger (991) emphasized
how an apprentice's identity derives from becoming part of the
community of workers. They also noted that an apprenticeship
relationship can be unproductive for learning. Productive ap
prenticeship depends on opportunities for the apprentice to

participate legitimately, albeit peripherally, in the activities that
he or she is learning. The motive for becoming a mOre central
participant in a community of practice can provide a powerful
motivation for learning. Of course, what is learned in appren
ticeship may not easily generalize \0 other contexts. Collins,
Brown, and Newman (1989) anempted to characterize how the
modeling, coaching, and fading paradigm of apprenticeship
might be applied to learning the cognitive subjects of school
in an approach they called "cognitive apprenticeship."

Stein, Silver, and Smith (in press) have analyzed aspects of
middle school mathematics teachers modifying their practices
to involve students in more active meaning making and student
to-student communication from the perspective of their partici-
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pation in a community of teachers working with shared goals
for reform. Hutchins (1993) has given an account of how sea
men learn the practices of navigating a large ship. The account
includes discussion of an arrangement of tasks that the novice
proceeds through in becoming competent and the importance
of interaction with other, more experienced seamen in the
situatiOns in which the learning occurs.

A major goal ofeducational reform is to have students partid
pate more actively in learning communities, including participa
tion in formulating and evaluating questions and problems, and
constructing and evaluating hypotheses, evidence, arguments,
and conclusions. Abilities for partidpating in these activities
have to be learned, and the research literature on that kind of
learning is sparse. Several projects have focused on creating
classroom practices ofdiscussion and inquiry, and the investiga
tors in those projeers have discussed some aspeers ofthe process
of establishing norms and expeetations by the students that
support productive collaborative learning (Cobb, Wood, &
Yackel, 1990; Cohen, 1986; Lampert. 1990; Slavin, 1983).

In ecological psychology, where learning involves at
tunemenr to constraints and affordances, progress in the learn
ing of a skill can be measured by examining how the learner's
performance corresponds to regularities that are important in
coordinating the person's movements "'ith relevant characteris
tics of the environmental system (Turvey, 1990).

Transfer. In the view of learning as coming to partidpate
in a community of practice, transfer becomes a problematic
issue. The question is whether transfer applies to new practices
~'ithin the community (e.g., for school communities this might
mean working ne~' problems or accomplishing ne"" kinds of
tasks) or to practices outside the community (e.g., for school
communities these might be work environments). Many of the
resources and supports that occur within a community of prac
tice do not carry over to a different community, and so the
problem of transfer becomes one of marshaling the resources
needed to be successful in a new environment. This requires
sophisticated social and information-processing skills: the kinds
of skills that businesses think they will need in the future.

In the ecological view of learning as attunement to con
straints and affordances of activity, performance and learning
in a new situation depend on how the learner is attuned to the
constraints of activity in that situation. To analyze the problem
of transfer, we need to consider (a) constraints and afforcla.nces
that support activity that is learned in the learning situation,
(b) constraints and afforcla.nces that support successful activity
in the transfer situation, and (c) the transformations that relate
the learning and transfer situations, especially which constraints
and affordances remain unchanged by the transformation from
the learning situation to the transfer Situation. For transfer to
be possible, there must be some constraints and/or affordances
that are invariant under the transformations that change the
learning situation into the transfer situation. For transfer to
occur, the learner must become attuned to those invariants in
her or his initial learning. One of the ""ays to be attuned is
to have an abstract representation that can apply in the new
situation, but this is only one poSSible ",'ay for attunement to
occur, and it may not be the typical way for many learned
activities to generalize (Greeno, Smith, & Moore, 1993).

This approach to analyzing transfer is illustrated by classic

experiments concerning transfer and conceptual understand
ing. SCholckow and Judd (Judd, 1908) and Hendriksen and
Schroeder (941) gave boys practice in hitting a target under
water. Some of the boys received an explanation of refraction
of light before their target practice, others did not. The boys
who received the explanation did bener in transferring their
skill when the depth of the water was subsequently changed.
Greeno et aI. (993) interpreted the finding as resulting from
an effect on the boys' attention, due to instruction about refrac
tion, to focus on more relational features of the situation of
aiming at the targets, such as apparent angular displacements
ofthe paths ofobjects as they entered the water. These relational
featureS are invariant in the transformation of changing the
depth of the water, whereas other features, such as the linear
displacement to use to hit the target, change.

Another example is in the results of Sayeki and colleagues'
(991) instructional experiment involVing areas of parallel~

grams Children were given Stacks of cards that could have the
shape of a rectangle or, if the cards were slid. a parallelogram.
The sliding corresponded to a shear transformation that left the
area constant while changing the lengths of two of the sides.
The base and height of the shape, as ",'ell as the area, were
invariant under the transformation. Another device given to
students was a box with fixed sides that could be bent at the
comers to make parallelograms with different shapes. Although
the lengths of the sides were constant, the area clearly changed.
Experience with these materials supported students' under
Standing in a ""ay that transferred to other problems, including
writing equations for areas of paralleJc.grams, triangles, and
trapezoids. Greeno et al. (993) interpreted this finding as an
example in which learning experiences can result in at·
tunements to constraints and affordances for reasoning that
remain invariant across transformations of situations.

Views of Motivation and Engagement

All of the psychological perspectives on learning school
subjects assert that learning requires the active partidpation of
students. Questions about this tend to be framed differently in
the three broad perspectives, ~'ith an emphasis on extrinsic
motiLlClrion in the beha....iorist perspective. an emphasis on in
trinsic motiLlCltion in the cognitive perspective. and an emphasis
on engaged participation in the situative perspective.

Extrinsic Motit/aUon: The BehatJiorl.st/Empiricist View. In the
view that learning involves fonning associations, engagement
is assumed to occur mainly because of extrinsic motivations
rewards, pUnishments, and positive or negative incentives
that affect the individual's tendency to respond in the way that
is needed for learning to occur. The motivations ilre extrinsic
in the sense that they derive from outside the individual. But
their effects depend on the internal goals and needs of the
individual. A re~'ard is only effective to the degree the person
receiving it wants it, and a punishment to the degree the person
wants to avoid it. Engagement in activities can also be consid
ered as a dedsion based on expected utilities of outcomes of
the engagement, which depend on the individual's subjective
probabilities and utilities regarding outcomes of alternative par
tidpation in different ways in learning activities.

Behaviorists took a primarily biological view of motivation,
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believing that the needs of the organism for food, ...·ater. air,
sleep. and so on, and the avoidance ofpain were the fundamen
tal motives for action. They hypothesized that other motives,
such as anraction to social affiliation or interesting cognitive
acti....itl'. or fear of other people or situations, developed through
association of these stimuli with basic biological outcomes. For
example. according to the behaviorists, a subject could become
conditioned 10 anticipate negative reinforcement on presenta
tion of a stimulus if that stimulus was asSociated with painful
experiences. The range of basic biological factors in motivation
was debated energetically. Harlow and Zimmerman (958) ar
gued that infant mammals need the comfort ofcontact with their
mothers. Berlyne (960) argued that mammals are inherently
attracted to novel situations. R. W. White (959) argued that
humans, at least, are inherently motivated to achieve mastery of
tasks that present behavioral challenges. All of these arguments
were suppol1ed empirically and persuaded many psychologists
that extrinsic motivational factors exist that are not based on
individual short-term survival.

Decision-making theory is another expression of the idea
that people do what they do because of extrinsicaUy rewarding
or punishing outcomes. A decision situation is one where there
are ahemative actions. The decisior. maker is assumed to choose
an action on the basis of expeCtations of outcomes that could
folio...· the .....arious ahemative actions. Each possible outcome
of an action is assumed to have some positive or negative
utility for the indi..... idual. as well as a degree of expeCtation or
subjective probability of occuning if that action is chosen. The
subjectively expected utility of an action is the average of the
utilities for the outcomes, ~'ejghtedby their subjective probabil
ities. This theory assumes that people make choices that are of
greatest benefit to them in the long run.

SChool life is filled wiLl, many different kinds of extrinsic
moti\"<itions. Rewards include high grades, extra credit, gold
stars, positive comments on work done, chances to perform or '
to do enjoyable activities, smiles, pats on the head, and other
affectionate or encouraging responses from the teacher. Punish
ments include low grades, doing work over again, detention,
leners horne to parents, negative comments, being removed
from the classroom or the school, frowns, and corporal pun
ishment.

Rewards and pUnishments are the traditional terms used
in this view of motivation. Behaviorists introduced the terms
positive and negative reinforcement to emphasize their viev.'
that rewards tend to strengthen particular response tendendes
and punishments to weaken particular response lendendes, or
to cause negative emotional states that interfere generally with
perfonnance. When an individual is motivated to respond cor
rectly, according to some criterion, infonnationaJ feedback
also called knowledge of results-provides positive reinforce
ment for accurate responding and negative reinforcement for
inaccurate responding, along with infonnation to guide an ad
justment in the perfonnance for future occasions. TIlls idea of
feedback fits the connectionist view in which Wormation fed
back to the system strengthens cenain connections and weak
ens others.

Behaviorists generally emphasized motivational issues as
central to learning. In their view, learning depends on reinforce
ments acting to strengthen or weaken stimulus-response bonds.
They argued that it was critical that the reinforcements be di-
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rectiy tied to particular behaviors (e.g., be close in time) in
order to be most effective.

Skinner (953) believed that negative reinforcements are
often harmful to learning, because they suppress responding
and can discourage people from participating lest they be pun
ished. So he developed an approach to learning. called pro
grammed inst.ruction, that emphasizes positive reinforcement
(Skinner, 1958). In it, students carry out tasks that increase in
difficulty in very small steps, so that almost everything they do
is correct. Thus, they receive almost entirely positive reinforce
ments during learning. The trade-off with this approach is pac
ing: The instruction should not move so quickly that some
students make mistakes and not move so slowly that other
students are bored. Computers make it possible to adjust the
increments in difficulry for each individual student.

Anderson et al. (1985), though cognitive researchers, have
partiaUy incorporated Skinner's theory of programmed instruc
tion in their intelligent tutoring systems for teaching computer
programming. geometry. and algebra. STUdents are given tasks
of slowly increasing difficulty and they are prevented from
making mistakes, so that they receive mostly positive reinforce
ment in working with these tutoring systems.

Connectionists also treat positive and negative reinforce~

ments as critical to learning. Learning occurs in connectionist
systems based on the match between expected outcomes and
actual outcomes. Some connectionist experiments employ a
"teacher" to re"Q,'ard cenain outcomes and pUnish others
(Rumelhart et al., 1986). But in either case, learning occurs by
strengthening the connections that are active when a desired
outcome occurs and weakening the connections that are active
when an undesired outcome occurs.

Intn'nsic Motivation: The Cognitive/Rationalist Vieu.'. When
learning is viewed as the acquisition of knowledge and under
standing of infonnation, concepts, prindples, and strategies,
engagement is often considered to be a person's intrinsic inter
est in a domain of cognitive activity, such as music, athletics,
or an academic subject. The cognitive vie"Q,', with its emphasis on
general concepts and methods, treats engagement in learning as
an intrinsic property of the relation between individuals and
the organization of information. Children are seen as naturally
motivated to learn when their experience is inconsistent ...·ith
their current understanding or when they experience regulari
ties in infonnation that are not yet represented by their sche
mata. TIlls view is perhaps best exemplified in the theories of
Piaget (1935,1969/1970) and Papen (980). Unlike the behav
iorist emphasis on manipulating rewards and pUnishments, the
cognitive emphasis is on figuring out ways 10 foster students'
natural tendencies to learn and understand.

Cognitive researchers have investigated the relations be
tween intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation (Lepper &
Greene, 1979). The major finding of this research has been that
if people are rewarded for doing things they would choose to
do for intrinsic reasons, they will no longer be willing to do
them ",'ithout the rewards (that is. for intrinsic reasons alone).
Malone (981) has developed a framework for intrinsic motiva
tion in terms oftbree elements: chaUenge, fantasy, and curiosity.
He anempted to characterize how to make learning environ
ments more engaging in terms of ...·ays to increase their chal
lenge, fantasy, and curiosity for children. The cognitive goal is

1
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to develop learning activities that will engage students' partici
pation in inquiry into the subject maner.

Students also differ in their paItidpation in school learning
activities based on their beliefs and understandings of them
selves as knowing agents, and of what it means to kno\>,' and
understand. We discussed research that has characterized some
of these differences in an earlier section (see p. 22),

Engaged Parlicipation: The SituaNve/Pragmatist-Soctobts·
toric View. The view of learning as becoming more adept at
participating in distributed cognitive systems focuses on en
gagement that maintains the person's interpersonal relations
and identity in communities in which the person participates,
or involves satisfying interactions with environments in which
the individual has a Significant personal invesunent. This view
emphasizes how people's very identities derive from their par
ticipatory relationships in communities. According to this View,
students can become engaged in learning by participating in
communities where learning is valued.

An example of powerful learning of a social practice is
learning one's native language in the conteXts of communicat
ing ""ith other members of the iamily and community. Learning
to read and write in our society is somewhat less automatic,
but F. Smith (988) argued that students will learn to read and
write if they want to join the "literacy club." That is to say, if
family and friends read and write, then children will ""ant to
learn to read and write. Smith noted that we all learn to speak
and dress and present ourselves by our inleractions with oth
ers-it is how we establish our identities. Yet our theories of
school learning attempt to leach us in isolation from others by
manipulating rev.'ards and punishments, on the one hand, or
by challenge and curiosity, on the other. Smith found il strange
that we all believe that people learn by the company they keep,
but that we have designed learning theories and environments
that disregard the t.~eory.

Lave and Wenger (991) also treated the issue of identity
as critical to their view of engagement in learning activities. An
important characteristic of legitimate peripheral participation is
genuine involvemenl in activities of the communiI)', in which
people can establish their identities in terms of functioning in
the communities they join, and as they become more central
to the functioning of a community, their sense of identity deriv
ing from that community is enhanced. The motivation to learn
the values and practices of the community then is tied up with
establishing their identities as community members.

Educational innovations that have the goal of developing
partidpation in social practices of inquiry and discourse can
be organized to prOVide a community of learners to foster the
engagement of students in those practices, A. L. Brown and
Campione and their associates (e.g., A. L. Brown et al., 1993)
organize communities of learners who collaborate on research
and development of expository documents on Significant aca
demic ropics, such as biology. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1991)
organize communities in classes in which the members commu
nicate concerning their discoveries and opinions about aca.
demic topiCS. Mathematics classrooms organized by the Algebra
Project (Moses, Kamii, Swap, & Howard, 1989), Cobb et al.
(991), Lampert (990), Schoenfeld (987), and others are com
munities of practice in \>"hich students participate by thinking
about mathel113lical topics and discussing their ideas. All these

efforts emphasize creating communities where the students will
develop identities as active learners with responsibility for what
they learn.

Eckert (989) focused on school culture and how different
communities in American high schools (called "jocks" and
"burnouts" by the students in the school Eckert studied) deter
mine students' orientation toward school learning. The jocks
adopted the school's values and hence they were engaged in
ways that they recognized would result in achieving the various
kinds of rc:v.'ards that the school offered, such as participating
in spons and performances, getting on the honor roll, and so
forth. The burnouts, on the other hand, rejected the values that
the school promulgated and developed a set of counterculture
values and practices, Many students fell into neither of these
groups, but the two communities formed an axis that was an
important factor in the social organization of the school, an
axis that had a major influence on students' engagement in
academic learning activities, especially those involVing mathe
matics and science education (Eckert, 1990), as well as other
activities in the school.

Learning situations also present different opportunities for
participation to different individuals. A teacher and other stu
dents may expect Jess understanding by members of a minority •
group or from girls than from majority students or boys, and
therefore may prOVide fewer and less productive opportunities
for them to participate in learning interactions. A provocative
example was provided by McDermott (993) in an article titled
'The acquisition of a child by a learning disability," which
described patterns of interaction in a classroom in which a
child, the teacher, and rhe other children cooperated to define
the child's role as one who was unlikely to understand, cooper
ale, or engage productively in learning activities.

Of course, effective learning involves being strongly en
gaged in activities that caprure the learners' interests because of
their inLrinsic qualities as well as participation in communities.
Individuals become strongly engaged in activities such as music,
literature, chess, athletics, matherrtatics, science, computer
games, and television programs, where they devote much time
and energy, and their identities become invested in the growth
and maintenance of abilities to participate productively in those
environments. For some indiViduals, participation in these activ
ities involves much group inleraction; for others, it is primariJy
a solitary pursUit in which their social roles are defined signifi
cantly in terms of their extraordinary personal immersion in
the domains of their special interests.

ISSUES OF PRACTICAL CONCEPTUALIZATION

In this section we consider three issues of educational prac
tice: designing learning environments, formulating curricula,
and consuucting assessments. We consider these issues from
the point of view of design experiments CA. L. Brown, ]992;
Collins, 1992), which combine the goals of improving some
aspect of practice and of advancing theoretical understanding
of fundamental principles. The principles that are investigated
are assumptions of the practice, which A. L Brown and Campi
one 0994; A. 1. Brown, 1994) called first principles. Those
principles l113y be largely implicit in the practice, and changes
in them may be required for the desired changes in practice to
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occur. J. S. Brown (991) argued that investigation of such
principles should be a primary objective of research and reform,
in which practitioners and researchers collaborate to identify
assumptions that underlie current practices as weIJ as assump
tions of practices that they would prefer, both to contribute to
general understanding of how practices are organized and to
identify requirements for practical change.

The prtndples that we consider in relation to the practical
issues of this section come from the three perspectives on the
nature of knovdng, learning and transfer, and motivation and
engagement that we developed in the foregoing section. We
discuss v,,'ays in v,,'hich consideration of the practical issues
differs depending on the theoretical perspective that is taken,
and therefore, what some ofthe implications ofthose theoretical
perspectives are for these aspects of educational practice. At
the same time, consideration of these practical issues sheds
further light on the theoretical issues.

As an overview, we present a summary statement of the set
of design prindples that we then consider more specifically in
the subsections that follow. We arrange these prindples here
by the broad perspectives on cognition and learning that put
them into focus. We index these v.'ith letters associated with
the perspectives: b for behaviorist, c for cognitive, and s for situ
ative.

The BehavioristlEmpiricist View

In designing learning environments:
(bl) Routines ofactit.:ityfor effective transmission ofknowl

edge. Learning activities can be organized to optimize acquisi
tion of information and routine skill. In learning environments
organized for these purposes, learning occurs most effectively
if the teaching or learning program is well organized, with
routines for classroom activity that students know and follow ef
ficiently.

Cb2) Clear goals, feedback, and reinforcement. For routine
learning, it is advantageous to have explicit instructional goals,
to present instructions that specify the procedures and informa
tion to be learned and the way that learning materials are
organized, to ensure that students have learned prerequisites
for each nev.' component, to prOVide opportunities for students
to resp<>nd correctly, to give detailed feedback to inform stu
dents which items they have learned and which they still need
to work on, and to prOVide reinforcement for learning that
satisfies students' motivations.

(b3) Individualization witb technologies. Acquisition ofba
sic information and routine skills can be facilitated by using
technologies, including computer technology, that support indi
vidualized training and practice sequences.

In formulating curricula:
(b4) Sequences of component-to-<:omposite skiJ1s. To facili

tate learning of a complex but well-defined skill, the sequence
of instruction should proceed from simpler components to the
more complex component that they compose.

In constructing assessments:
(bS) Assessment of knowledge components. Tests of stu

dents' achievement in acquiring routine information and skill
can be constructed by analyzing the procedures and infomu
tion to be acqUired and constructing items that assess students'
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knowledge of the components. Tests of elementary compo
nents of knOWledge can be administered and scored fairly and
efficiently, and can be evaluated rigorously regarding statistical
propenies of reliability and validity for predicting other perfor
mance that can be measured objectively.

The Cognitive!Rationalist View

In designing'learning environments:
(c1) Interactive environments for consrruction of under

standing. Learning environments can be organized to foster
students' constructing understanding ofconcepts and prindples
through problem solVing and reasoning in actiVities that engage
students' interests and use of their initial understandings and
their general reasoning and problem-solVing abilities.

In formulating curricula:
(c2) Sequences of conceptual development. Sequences of

learning activities can proceed from issues and problems that
are within reach ofstudents' initial understanding and reasoning
ability to issues and problems that require greater extensions
of their intuitive capabilities, accomplishing conceptual growth
by refining and extending their initial understandings.

(c3) Explicit attention to generality. The CUrriculum of a
subject maner domain can be organized so that students come
to understand the major unifying principles of the domain.
Information and problem-solVing methods can be presented
and discussed in ways that make their general significance and
usefulness salient.

In constructing assessments:
(c4) Assessments of extended peifomumce. Assessments

that evaluate srudents' work on extended projects, or perfor
mance for which they prepare over an extended period, can
prOVide information about significant aspects of their intellec
tual abilities and grov.'th that are not available in shon-answer
or simple-problem tests, and can focus educational efforts on
these more significant aspects of learning.

(0) Crediting varieties ofexcellence. AssessmentS of under
standing and reasoning need to credit varieties of excellence,
which can encourage students with diverse backgrounds and
abilities to contribute to the community of learners and to have
their successful contributions and achievements recognized.

The SituativelPragmatist·Sociohistoric View

In designing learning environments:
(51) Environments of participation in social practices oj

inquir)'and learning. Learning environments can be organized
to foster students' learning to participate in practices of inquiry
and learning and to suppon the development of students' per
sonal identities as capable and confident learners and knowers.
These activities include formulating and e....aluating questions,
problems, conjeCtures, arguments, explanations, and so forth,
as aspects of the social practices of sense-making and learning,
including abilities to use a rich variety of social and m3terial
resources for learning and to contribute to socially organized
learning activities, as well as to engage in concentrated individ
ual efforts.

(s2) Supportfor development ofpositive epistemic identities.

!
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Learning environments can be organized to support the devel
opment ofstudents' personal identities as capable and confident
learners and knowers. This can mclude organizing learning
activities in ways that complement and reinforce differences in
panems of soda! interaction and in expertise brought by stu
dents of differing cultural backgrounds.

In formulating cunicula:
(5;) Development ofdisciplinarypractices ofdiscourse and

representation. Sequences of learning activities can be orga
nizedwith attention to students' progress in a variety ofpractices
of learning, reasoning, cooperation, and communication, as
well as to the subject matter contents that should be covered.
Learning to participate in characteristic discourse in a domain
and to use the representational systems and tools of the domain
can be focused on the distinctive values and limitations of
these practices, rather than on whether students correctly follow
predetermined forms of discourse and representation.

(s4) Practices offormulating Qnd solving realisticproblems.
Learning activities can focus on problematic situations that are
meaningful in terms of students' experience and in which con
cepts and methods of subject matter disciplines are embedded.
Substantial projects and long-term simulations of social activity
systems can contribute to significant learning of practices of in
quiry.

In constructing assessments:
(55) Assessing participation in inquiry and socialpractices

of learning. Assessments of students' abilities to participate
in communities of practice require that observations of that
participation should be included in the assessments of stu
dents' learning.

(s6) Student participation in assessment. Oppol'1Unities to
participate in the formulation and conduct of assessment pro
cesses are an im?Ortant aspect of fairness in assessment, and
can faciliute students' development of mature judgment of and
responsibility for their individual intellectual work and their
contributions to the work of groups in which they participate.

(s7) Design ofassessment systems. Assessments can be de
signed as systems that take into account the effects of assess
ment on the learning environments and teaching interactions
ofschool activity, and that support the demanding requirements
of human evaluation that are required for meaningful assess
ment of students' progress in learning.

Designing Learning Environments

Many design experiments in education are focused on learn
ing environments that are organized by a set of assumptions
about the nature of knowing and learning and that proVide
information for evaluating the validity of those assumptions.

Information Transmission and Training Environments: Tbe
Behauiorist/Empiricist View. Traditional classroom learning
environments are deSigned on the principles of the behaviorist
view of knowing and learning. They are organized with the goal
of students acquiring a maximum accumulation of organized
information and procedural knowledge. They are designed to
suppon interactions in which information can be efficiently
transmitted to students by teachers, textbooks, and other infor
mation sources. Reading, attending to a teacher's presentations,

listening to radio broadcasts, and watching television, film, or
videotape, are all forms of learning activity in environments
that are organized to transmit information efficiently.

Traditional classrooms are also designed to support acquisi
tion of routine skills. Correct procedures are displayed and
opportunities are provided for rehearsal and practice, including
practice that is done as homework, which may be checked and
recorded during class sessions. The assumption that learning
is the acquisition ofassociations supports arranging interactions
in which components of information or procedures are pre
sented systematically, taking into account what the students
already know, and monitoring closely whether StUdents have
acquired the intended components before going ahead. Pro
grammed instruction and computer-based drill-and-practice
programs are designed to provide well-organized information
and procedural training that is sensitive to individual students'
progress through a prescribed course of study.

(bl) Routines ofactivityfor effective transmission afknowl
edge. Across seven decades of theory and practical cuniculum
development, behaviorists have stressed the centrality of con
trolled practice on the elements of knowledge in the content
domains. Research that has studied teaching and learning in
didactic environments has confirmed the assumptions ofbehav
iorist theory regarding conditions that favor learning of compo
nents of information and routine skills (see Brophy & Good,
1986, for a revie""). For behaviorists, it is the job of the curricu
lum and the teacher to organize the students' practice: to choose
the materials students ""ill use, schedule practice, and make sure
appropriate rewards for practicing and learning are available.
Students learn by carrying out the practice activities embodied
in instructional materials and organized by teachers. Ques
tioning by students or student efforts to organize learning activi
ties for themselves play little role-except insofar as they moti
vate themselves and organize their time to practice in the ways
laid out by teachers and materials.

(b2) Clear goals, feedback, and reinforcement. Behaviorist
accounts stress the importance of rewarding correct responses
to the practice items, although there have been rather heated
debates about what constitutes re""ard. For example, feedback
that informs students that a response ""as correct can function
as a reward if the students are already motivated to learn that
response, but not if they are indifferent to performing correctly.
In general, effective use of reinforcement requires understand
ing of students' motivations and choosing reinforcers that are
relevant to those motivations.

There have been differences of opinion over whether pun
ishment of any kind is needed or appropriate. Skinner's behav
iorism distinguished bet""een punishment (a specific negative
consequence) and extinction (no environmental reaction to an
incorrect response), and psychologists working in the behavior
ist tradition worked hard to arrange sequences of practice that
would produce errorless learning (Terrace, 19(6), The notion
was thaI any practice of a wrong association would lend to
strengthen it, even if there was some negative consequence.
In addition, it was believed that punishment would produce
negative reactions to, and thus avoidance of, the learning
situation as a whole. The effon to avoid having students make
errors was what gave programmed instruction its repetitive
character.

Anderson et aI. 0985; also see M. W. Le""is & Anderson,
1985), after testing the possibility of allowing students to ex-
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plore incorrect sequences in solving a problem, found that their
intelligent tutoring systems were more effective if students
were required to follow one of the paths that the computer
expert system could recognize-in effect, requiring practice
of correct associations only. Anderson's rutors present stu
dents ";l,'ith graded sequences of whole proofs to build or
equations to solve. They prevent student errors through the
capacity of the intelligent computer program to detect errors
"on-line," as the student works through the multiple steps of
the problem.

Performance of correct responses is more likely if the situa
tion does not include irrelevant stimuli that could distract the
students. Behaviorist curricula, therefore, have presented the
elements to be' practiced in simple contexts, which do not
have many of the features of everyday situations in which the
responses could occur usefully. For example, the Thorndike
0917-1924) arithmetic textbooks, and the subsequent genera
tions of texts and workbooks influenced by his theories, provide
pages of drill on addition or multiplication ";l,'ithout any problem
or use contexts. The expectation in behaviorist curricula is
that, once learned to a high standard of reliability, elements of
knowledge can be called on in many different contexts. More
complex contexts of practice make it harder to control the
practice, and especially to avoid errors.

Research on information processing has prOVided additional
results about learning environments that can support students'
learning correctly. ~"hen the learning task is to assimilate infor
mation prOVided in texts, srudents are able to acquire that infor
mation bener ";l,'hen they are given clear indications of the way
the information is organized and are helped to learn how to
use the organization of text information in their srudying (Cham
bliss & Calfee, 1996). When the task is to learn how to solve
routine problems, srudents are bener able to learn problem
solving methods ";l,'hen strategic aspects of the method are pre
sented explicitly in interactive computer environments (Ander
son et aI., 1985).

(b3) IndiLidualization with technologies. If basic informa
tion and skills have functions in meaningful activities, we can
expect many students to value opportunities to strengthen their
abilities to perform them. Teachers can provide materials for
transmitting and training basic information and skills ";l,'ith tradi
tional work sheets and homework assignments. Alternative
methods have become available, however. For symbolic skills
such as arithmetic operations, manipulation of formulas, word
problems, and proof exercises, computer-based systems for
drill and practice (e.g., Suppes & Morningstar, 1972) can provide
training in which exercises are chosen to be appropriate for
individual students' level of skill and knowledge. Intelligent
tutoring systems can diagnose and remedy specific kinds of
errors and provide information that helps srudents understand
the solutions of problems (Wenger, 1987).

A significant possibility exists for using computer systems
in the way that practice rooms and training facilities are used
in many learning environments. Computer systems for transmis
sion and training can be valuable as resources to provide much
of the routine training that currently occupies much of the time
and effort of teachers.

Probllml-Solvi1'lg and Explorator'J' Environments for Conafr
tual Uru:JerstatUiing and Reasoning: The Cognitive/RaUonal·
ist View. The views of knowing and learning as conceptual
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understanding and general thinking abilities suggest that didac
tic learning environments can have unintended negative learn
ing outcomes, even when they succeed in their functions of
transmitting information and training procedural knowledge
efficiently. Although basic information and skills are valuable
and sometimes necessary for achieving expert levels of
performance in significant activities of reasoning and problem
solving, they are often taught as ends in themselves, rather
than as resources for more meaningful activities. Wiggins
(989) likened this common practice to requiring prospective
soccer p12yers to practice dribbling, passing, and shooting
Without ever providing opportunities to play a game of
soccer. SChoenfeld (985) found that srudents develop dis
torted beliefs about the nature of mathematics, for example,
that mathematical problems are typically solved within one
or two minutes.

In the constructivist vi~', which emphasizes general con
ceptual understanding and thinking abilities, the reasons for
disillusionment with didactic learning environments are mainly
empirical. Considerable effort in didactic teaching is aimed at
srudents' understanding of general concepts. The difficulty is
that didactic teaching of concepts does not result, for most
students, in general understanding. Most students '9>'ho Jearn
to recite definitions and formulas that express the meanings of
concepts in general terms, or to carry out procedures ";l,'ith
numbers or formulas, show limited profidency in solving prob
lems and understanding other siruations in which those con
cepts or procedures could be used.

(cl) Interactive environments for construction of under
standing. Behaviorist psychology recognizes the need for learn
ers to be active-that is, to actively practice the bonds and
associations laid out by experts. This is a very different meaning
of active learner than we see in constructivist psychological
theories. Constructivist learning environments are designed to
provide students ";l,'ith opportunities to construct conceprual
understandings and abilities in activities of problem solving
and reasoning.

The activities of constructing understanding have two main
aspects: interactions with material systems and concepts in the
domain that understanding is about, such as interacting with
concrete manipulative materials that exemplify mathematical
concepts such as place value or fractional parts, and social
interactions in which learners discuss their understanding of
those systems and concepts. To be successful, a learning envi
ronment must be productive in both of these aspects. Most of
the design experiments that have been done, however, have
placed their primary emphasis on either the material aspect or
the social aspect.

Several Studies have focused on providing students with
material systems, including physical materials and computa
tional technologies. The designers of these systems have gener
ally thought of them in terms of the constructivist idea of devel·
oping conceptual structures. On the other hand, they can also
be considered from the point of view of ecological psychology
in the situative perspective. In a situative view, understanding
:l concept is considered as being attuned to constraints of activ
ity that a community treats as constituents of that concept
(Greeno, 1995). The material and computational systems that
we discuss here are designed with conceptual constraints
built into the systems, so that by learning to interact successfully
";l,i~ the systems, students can become attuned to those
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constraints and thereby gain implicit understanding of the
concepts.

Brownell's (e.g., 1935) studies of meaningful learning em
phasized use of concrete materials to exemplif>' mathematical
ideas, an approach that has been used extensively in elementary
school mathematics te<lching. Rods of lengths corresponding
to numbers have been used to teach concepts of addition and
subtraction (Ganegno,l963). Sets ofblocks or beads have been
used to teach addition and subtraction of rnultidigit numbers
(Dienes, 1966; Montessori, 1917/1964). Multiplication and divi
sion are explained using rectangles, and fractions are explained
using regions, partitioned into equal subregions, with some
number of the subregions distinctively colored. Many research
studies have examined ways in which use of concrete, manipu
lative materials can enhance srudents' understanding and learn
ing of correct procedures. The results of one stud}', by L B.
Resnick and Omanson (987), suggested that an important role
may be played by discussion of the meanings of manipulations
of the concrete materials, rather than simply showing how the
procedures work with the concrete materials and numerical
symbols.

Materials such as place-value blocks and fraction circles are
considered concrete because they have properties that corre
spond to mathematical ideas more directly than numerical sym
bols do. On the other ha:1d, such materials are also abstract,
in that they represent idealized objects that are designed to
display mathematical properties much more directly than they
appear in most siruations. Nesher (1989) distinguished between
exemplifications and applications, that is, between materials
designed to display mathematical properties directly and situa
tions in v,:hich mathematical principles and operations can be
used to make inferences about realistic systems. Nesher argued
for teaching concepts initially with exemplifications, in order
for srudents to grasp the concepts clearly, and for teaching
srudents te. solve applications problems later.

A classic example of the use of concrete materials to learn
a mathematics concept was given by Wertheimer (1945/1959).
The example involved the concept of the area of a parallelo
gram. Wertheimer observed a class in which the teacher pre
sented the formula for the area of a parallelogram, area =
base X height, v,'ith directions for applying the formula to
calculate the area of drawn parallelograms. Wertheimer dis
cerned that this instruction may not have resulted in a kind of
conceprual understanding that srudents might achieve; and he
described, as an alternative, interactions he had with elementary
srudents that began with a concept of area they already had,
the number of square tiles that cover a rectangular shape. Wer
theimer asked about the area of a parallelogram, and some
students perceived the way in which a parallelogram can be
transformed to a rectangle, providing understanding of the rela
tion among the base, height, and are2 of 2 rectangle.

A different instructional activity for this concept was devised
by Sayeki et al. (1991), who gave students stacks of paper
that formed rectangular surfaces at the end of the stacks. The
students experienced changes in the shapes of those end sur
faces by sliding the papers to make different angles between
the base and sides. TIlls transformation does not change the
area of the parallelogram at the end surface-it is composed
of the same set of edges, just arranged differently-and it does
not change the height, but it changes the lengths of the sides

of the paralJelogram. Sayeki and colleagues' instruction can
provide understanding by helping srudents become attuned
to a constraint-the relation of height, base, and area of a
parallelogram-that is invariant when a shear transformation
is applied. They provided evidence of this understanding by
asking students to construct formulas for the area of 31'arallelo
gram and other polygons, and many students succeeded in
these tasks.

Interactive computer programs can support activities in
which students constroctunderstanding ofconcepts bymanipu
lating and observing simulations. A learning environment for
high school geometry is the Geometric Supposer (Schwartz,
Yarushalmy, & Wilson, 1993), which has a computer interface
that enables students to construct diagrams ofgeometric figures
such as triangles or parallelograms. Numerical values of some
of the quantitative properties of these figures are speciIied, and
the program provides the numerical values of other properties.
Srudents can change the values of some properties and observe
whether other properties, or relations between properties,
change or remain constant. Activities that ~se the interface are
arranged to invite srudents to form conjecures about conditions
in which some properties are invariant and to try to construct
proofs that support those conjectures.

Simulations have been designed that allow srudents to con
trol objects in a simulated NeMonian world without friction,
and with graVity absent or in a controllable and inspectable
form (diSessa, 1982; Roschelle, 1992; B. Y. White, 1983, 1993).
Sofrn:are used for investigating concepts in thermodynamics
(Uno, 1992) uses a thermometer aruched to a computer and
graphs temperature as a function of time. The thermometer can
be placed in a liquid that is being heated or cooled. and srudents
can observe the graph of heating or cooling L'lat occurs in
different conditions. For example, two containers of liquid with
different volumes can be healed to the s;:.me temperarure, and
the slower rate of cooling in the larger volume of liqUid can
be observed graphically, encouraging the understanding of
cooling as a phenomenon of loss of heat, distinct from loss of
temperarure (Uno, Songer, LeWis, & Stem, 1993; see also chap
ter 15, this volume),

A simulation of heat exchange developed by Wiser and
Kipman (988) represents substances as collections of small
particles that move more or Jess rapidly, depending on the
temperarure. Largervolumes ofa substance have more particles,
and therefore have greater amounts of motion at the same
temperarure than smaller volumes. The sofrware simulates heat
exchange by shov.-ing how a heat source changes the motion
of particles near the source and the changes in the motion
diffuse through the substance, taking longer if there is more of
the substance to change.

Another example, developed by Pea and Goldman and their
associates (Goldman, in press; Pea, Sipusic, & AlIe:1, in press),
emphasizes use of a standard scientific representational system
in the domain of geometric optics. A graphical interface was
developed that supports construction or ray diagrams, with light
sources and objects that absorb, refract, or reflect light Students
use the interface to construct diagrams of siruations in which
they explore properties of light, such as shadows and the con
vergence of rays to form coherent images. Unlike standard
instruction, in which construction of diagrams is a task that
srudents need to learn to perform, this system presents diagrams
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as 3 resource for understanding phenomena and concepts in
the dOffi3in. This provides opportunities for students to practice
using the represent3tions for inquiry.

In more complex senings, computer displays have been
designed to provide visual support for the acquisition of ment3]
models-that is, cognitive represent3tions that support reason
ing and underst3nding by simul:1ting the behavior of systems in
the world (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983). These simulations allow
students to learn important knowledge and skills in contexts
that they could never participate in n3turally, to see features
that are invisible in re4i1 environments (e.g., the center of mass,
the inside of pipes), to control variables that are not possible
to control in life, and to see these in action, unlike St3tic text
figures.

B. White and Frederiksen (990) developed som..·are that
represents relations of electrical volt3ge, resist3nce, and current
in a series of increasingly sophisticated mental models. In a
training system for engineers v.:ho are learning to operate the
power plant of a large ship, various components of the system,
such as boilers, valves, pipes, and engines, are shown, with
visual properties that represent relevant properties such as pres
sures and temperatures (Stevens & Roberts, 1983). The display
simulates results of operating on the system in various ways,
such as turning on a boiler. By interacting with the comput3
tional system. a learner can develop abilities to simulate the
effects of operations in a model of the power plant.

Sherlock (A. Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, & Eggan, 1988) is an
other system designed for learning ment31 models in training
electronic ffi3intenance technicians. Sherlock presents simula
tions of a complex electronic diagnostic system behaving with
various ffi3lfunctions that learners have to diagnose. The learn
ers apply tests and obt3in infoTffi3tion about readings that would
be obt3ined. Learners' interactions with Sherlock are designed
to facilit3te their developing mental models of tests, including
their functions in providing infoTffi3tion relevant to the prob
lem-solver's search in a l:1rge space of possible rMlfunctionS
and their symptoms (see chapter 24).

Environments for Learning to Participate in Socta1 Practices
Of!:1quiry and Sense-Making: The Sftuative/Pragmattst-Socfo.
historic View. We need to underst3nd school learning environ
ments in two ways: their effects on the subject ffi3tter knowl
edge and ability that students acquire, and their effects on the
kinds of learners that students become. Students ad3pt to the
practices of schoolleaming positively or negatively. Those stu
dents '\\'ho become engaged participants learn to participate in
the activities that constitute their school's practices of learning.

Students acquire practices of learning by participating in
classroom and homework activities, but the practices they ac
quire ffi3y not be those that are intended or valued by the
teacher, the school, or the society. Practices are learned as
individuals participate in activities of communities. They are
not uniform-different members of communities act in different
'\\'ays, and any individual acts differently in different circum
st3nces. But significant aspects of activity that are recognized
and valued in a community are learned by individuals as they
interact with others, learning to coordin3te what they do
with others.

(s1) Environments of panicipation in social practices of
inqu(1)' and learning. Many educators and researchers are mak-
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ing efforts to develop and underst3nd learning environments
in which students' participation results in their learning to be
more active in socia.l processes of constructing understanding.
The activities that students can learn to participate in include
formulating and evaluating questions, problems, hypotheses,
conjectures, and expl:1nations, and proposing and evalU3ting
evidence, examples, and arguments.

In this section we discuss studies that have focused ffi3inly on
aspects of learning environments involving social interaction,
particularly discourse practices. In the situative view, an im
portant part of learning the concepts of a dOffi3in is learning
to participate in the discourse of a community in which those
concepts are used. For example, an important part of under
St3nding the ffi3theffi3ticaJ concept of fraction is knowing how
to talk about propen.ies and relations of fractional qU3ntities
and how to use rMtheffi3ticaJ represent3tions of fractions to
communicate and reason. By participating in discourse in a
dOffi3in, students should also become attuned to fonns ofexpla
nation and argumentation that are st3nwrds of practice in
the dOffi3in.

As we mentioned previously, both the social and the ffi3terial
aspects of learning environments are crucial for their suppan
of conceprual growth. In the learning environments that we
discuss no,\\', ffi3terial systems, including concrete exemplifica
tions of ffi3thematical concept, demonstrations of physical phe
nomena, and diagrams and other symbolic represent3tions, play
a critical role.

Learning environments for strengthening students' general
skills in thinking, such as Philosophy for Children CLipffi3n,
1985, 1991) are organized as communication environments in
which students learn practices of formulating questions and
alternative positions on traditional philosophical issues, such
as meaning, truth, aesthetics, reality and iffi3gination, and ethics,
that arise in the context of stories.

Students' classroom experiences differ in different subject
ffi3ner classes. For example. leaming activities in ffi3ny ffi3the
ffi3tics and science classes are more did3ctic and hierarchically
authoritarian than are social studies classes or literature classes
that the same students anend (e.g., Stodolsky, 1988). Schoenfeld
(988) identified beliefs that students derive from their experi
ence in working on ffi3thel"t'.3tics problems: for example, if the
answer is not an integer, it is probably '\\Tong; all the problems
at the end of a chapter use the methods introduced in the
chapter; if you cannot solve the problem in a couple ofminutes,
you probably do not know ho,\\' to solve it; and so forth. Schoen
feld argued that most of these beliefs are countetproductive
for learning to think ffi3therMtically as well as for problem
solving in life, in addition to reflecting a grotesquely mlst3ken
view of problem solving of the kinds that ffi3theffi3ticians en
gage in.

There have been several very successful examples of how
effective group discussions can be as learning environments
in classrooms. Classroom discourse can be organized SO that
students learn to explain their ideas and solutions to problems,
rather than focusing entirely on whether answers are correct.
In projects involving ffi3theffi3tics education, Cobb and his asso
ciates (e.g., Cobb et aI., 1991) have worked with teachers in
designing and working out classroom activities in first- and
second-grade arithmetic. Much of the students' activity involves
working in pairs, with the expeCt3tion that they will discuss
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how to solve problems and understand each others' ideas.
Attention is given to norms of discourse. particularly involVing
respectful attention to others' opinions. and effons to reach
mutual understanding. Results support the expectation that the
quality of the srudents' explanations becomes more sophisti
cued and substantive as they engage in the practice.

In Lampert's (e.g., 1990) fifth-grade classroom, students offer
proposed answers to questions that Lampert presents. Many
of the questions are designed to elicit multiple answers and
therefore to provide occasions for resolVing different opinions.
Lampert frequently asks the class to discuss one of the srudents'
thinking about a problem, focusing on assumptions that may
have led to a conclusion that other students did not reach. It
is qUite common, at the end of a discussion, for one or more
of the srudents to say that they have "revised their thinking."
Lampert works to establish that offering an opinion is helpful
to the class discussion, whether or not it tums OUt to be correct,
and that changing one's mind should be considered valuable,
but that there should be mathematical reasons for changing
one's mind, rather than just agreeing with someone else's view.

L. B. Resnick, Bill, Lesgold, and Leer (991) developed an
approach to teaching problem solVing in arithmetic to "at-risk"
elementary schoolchildren. The approach relies on encouraging
children to use their own invented procedures, to bring prob
lems from outside of school that they discuss in class, and to
introduce formal notation and key mathematical structures as
early as possible. Classroom activities have the form of discus
sions of problem situations, such as different ways to divide
some cupcakes among the members of the class. As in the
mathematics instruction that is standard in Japanese schools
(Fernandez., Yoshida, & Stigler, 1992; Stigler & Perry, 1988), a
considerable amount of time is spent developing understanding
of one or a few problems, rather than fOCUSing on skill in
computational procedures. Although it might be thought that
this shift would result in decreased learning of the standar?
computational materi:l1 of the mathematics curriculum, the
method led to dramatic increases ({rom the 30th to the 70th
percentile) on California achievement tests, compared to stu
dents who were taught earlier by the same teacher using a
more traditional approach.

A notable implementation of a discussion method in science
education is the Itakura method (Hatano & Inagaki, 1991), in
~'hich students are asked to make different predictiOns about
what will happen in an experiment. They then discuss and
defend among themselves why they think their predictions are
correct. After any revisions in their predictions. the experiment
is performed and discussion ensues as to why the result came
out the way it did.

The Jigsaw technique developed by Aronson (978) pro
vides a method of organiZing school learning to facilitate com
munication activities among students. In it stUdents break into
groups, each of which learns about a different topic. Then the
stUdents regroup, so that there is one expert on each topic in
each group, and the students then teach each other about all
the topics. A. 1. Brown and Campione and their associates
(Brovm et aI., 1993) have developed a variant on the Jigsaw
technique they call jlGSAW2. Groups of students research top
ics such as pollution or endangered species in order to prepare
a booklet on each topiC. Then, when they have wrinen up their
findings, they regroup to work with other students who are

reading the booklets produced. The reading groups are run
using the reciprocal teaching method (Palincsar & Brovm,
1984), where the student who worked on each booklet acts as
a teacher, getting other students to generate questions, summar
ies, clarifications, and predictions about the text.

The CSll..E environment developed by Scardamalia and Be
reiter 0991; Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Lamon, 1994) is a discus
sion envirorunent where stUdents communicate in Writing over
a computer network. They first formulate questions they ~'3nt

to investigate (e.g., "Why can humans speak when apes can
nOl?") and then each srudem in the group makes a conjecture
about what he or she believes. Then they all start investigating
the question, finding whatever relevant information they can
from source materials and typing that into the system for others
in the group to read. They also can receive commentaries writ
ten by an expert in the problem domain who monitors the notes
that the students have wrinen. TIuough wrinen discussions they
refine their theories for publication in the system to all the
students in the class. Students frequently refer to their explana
tions with the phrase "my theory," and present arguments and
questions for their own and other students' positions.

An environment that is organized to facilitate learning cogni
tive skills is the Fifth Dimension, developed by Cole and his
colleagues (Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition,
1982). Middle school students participate in an after-school
club in an environment that has a rich variety of cognitively
challenging actiVities, most of which are in gamelike formats.
The students work with young adults-university students who
do this as project work in ;; communications class-who pro
vide general guidance and encouragement. They also commu
nicate using electronic mail with a "Wizard," who provides
wrinen advice and commentary. The progress that students
make is recorded in terms of levels of skill they have achieved
in the various activities they work on, and as they advance in
skill, they hold tickets that permit them to engage in more
advanced versions of the activities. The Fifth Dimension re
cruited students who were unsuccessful in standard school
instruction, and many of them made remarkable progress in
their cognitive capabilities through their participation.

Environments for remote discussion are becoming available
in the form of electronic networks. During the past several
generations, many friends and members of families have con
structed learning environments by exchanging correspondence
and conversing by telephone. Recently. remote conversational
learning has expanded significantly for some people through
electronic mail and fax machines. Several experilnents now
underway are exploring the potential for students in different
locations to learn through exchanges of electronic messages
(e.g., Rei! & Levin, 1990).

(s2) SupportJor development ojpositive epistemic identities.
Students in a classroom, like partidpants in any communiry,
learn practices of participating in the activities of communities
in the school setting. Some students leam to partidpate in ways
that are recogniz.ed and valued by the teacher and the school.
Some students leam to participate in ways that involve minimal
engagement in activities that are offici2l1y recognized, but may
have considerable value in the communities of their peers.
These differences relate to ways in which individuals define
their roles in the institution of learning, partly on the basis of
the relations between those institutions and the communities
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in which they partidpaEe. These communities may be integrated
well with the goals and practices of the institution or they may
be antagonistic tov,ard me instirution, and this can create major
differences in the '>'.:ays that me various learners partidpate in
the institutional learning activities.

An example was pro.·ided by Eckert (989) in her ethno
graphic stUdy of the social organization of a high school in
which she identified welJ-defined groups that called themselves
"jocks" and "burnouts." Differences between the groups in
cluded ways in which knowledge and information were under
stood and used. The jocks treated information as a commodity;
to them, knowing something was a sign of success. Burnouts
shared information, and contributing information to others was
valued social participation. This difference in the social role of
information was a significant factor, for example, in the courses
that burnouts chose: Practically none of them elected courses
in mamematics or science, where intellectual work is typically
highl}' authoritarian, individualistic, and competitive (Eckert,
1990).

Families and communities in different cultural groups inter
act in different v,'ay5, and children from different cultural groups
bring different resources of kno'\l,'ledge and custom to the situa
tion ofschooling Learning acti\'iEies in schools can be organized
so that diverse styles and expertise are resources for enriching
the learning experiences of all of the students. For example,
Tharp (989) discussed instructional methods adapted to chil
dren's different cultural styles. such as the use of a spoken story
formal v,'im Ha'\l,'aiian children and an emphasis on cooperative
acti\'iry '\l,'ith Navaho children. Moll and his associates (Moll,
Tapia, &: \\.7hitrnore, 1993; Moll &: Whitmore, 1993) studied a
v,'hole language bilingual classroom in which students and the
teacher collaboratively chose themes for extensive study and
in which students who differed in their familiarity with historical
events contributed productively in discussions to their
groups' understanding.

The Algebra Project (Moses et aI., 1989) is an educational
reform in mathematics organized around the central idea that
all studentS should develop strong capabilities and strong identi
ties as knowers ofmathematics. Moses is particularly concerned
about mathematics, which functions as a strong selection factor
in u.s. society. The Algebra ProjeCt is organized to provide
middle school students with opportunities to be prepared and
confident in their abilities to take high school algebra. In its
initial version, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the Algebra Project
emphasized community organization, an effort to establish a
consensus including the school and the parents of stUdents
that all srudents should and could become able mathematics
learners for whom high school algebra would be appropriate.
The curriculum of the Algebra Project is focused on providing
experiences that students share and thal can be used as material
for developing mathematical concepts and notations, as we
discussed earlier.

Programs designed to assist seleCted groups of students can
be informed by understanding of the iT different social practices
of learning. An example involVing university students was pro
vided by Triesman (990), in the Professional Development
Program to assist African-American students at the University of
California at Berkeley, particularly in their mathematics course
work. Such programs onen provide remedial instruction, as
suming that minority students have not received adequate high
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school instruction in the subject maner. Such programs rarely
do more than enable students to pass courses minimally, and
Triesman had higher aspirations. He conducted a study in which
he observed the learning activities of several African-American
students, which he compared with the learning activities of
several Asian-American students. He discovered that the Afri
can-American students almost always stUdied individually,
while the Asian-American students spent much of their study
time working in groups, where they shared understandings of
course requirements and strategies of learning and taking tests,
as well as understandings of course material. The Professional
Development Program now encoumges and facilitates African
American stUdents in organiZing groups of students who work
together in their learning activities, as well as conducting ses
sions in which students work on problems that are among me
hardest mat will be included in course materials, rather than
limiting their material to problems needed to succeed mini
mally.

Formulating Curricula

A curriculum asserts a set of educational goals and a se
quence of learning activities that are intended to promote devel
opment toward those goals.

Curricula for Accumulating and Tuning Connections: The
Behaviorist/Empiricist Vieu'. The leading theorists of empiri
cism throughout the 20th century have themselves applied their
theories ofknowledge and learning to the problem of the school
curriculum. As a result of this direct engagement by leading
research scientists, induding Thorndike (922), Skinner (958),
Gagne (965), and Anderson (Anderson, Boyle, Corbett, &
M. W. Lewis, 1990), empiricist theories have had a substantial
and continuing influence on curriculum practice. Empiricist
inspired curricula span teaching technologies from the drill-

, and-practice workbook to the intelligent, computer-based tutor.
In aU of mese examples, we can find similar rypes of activities,
based on similar views of the relations between teacher, stu
dent, and instrUctional materials, and similar conceptions of
how learning activities should be sequenced and partidpa
tion controlled.

Empiridst theories of knowledge and learning assume that
the task of the learner is to acquire the body of connections
that an expert analysis of the subject matter reveals. Associa
tionist and behaviorist psychologists have not, by and large,
considered their science as capable of shedding light on the
basic questions of what is worth knowing. Rather, they have
accepted the school subjects as more or less established and
have sought to show ho~" they could be most effidently ac
quired by stUdents.

(b4) Sequences of component-lo-composite skilli. A major
contribution of behavioral task analysis has been to support a
successful technology of instructional design in which proce
dural and factual knowledge is divided into components that
are arranged in a learnable sequence. TypiC2l sequences of
instruction begin with training in a procedure, facts, or vocabu
lary in a simplified context, fol1ov,'ed by presentations of the
material in somewhat more complicated settings. Standard
mathematics textbooks are examples, in that procedures for
calculating are presented and pmcticed, followed by word prob-
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lerns. Under the assumptions of this sequential learning scheme,
it is important that students have mastered the simpler compo
nents to be ready to learn the more .complex behaviors.

Empiricist-inspired curricula organiZe most practice as re
hearsal of individual elements of knowledge or skill. In Ander
son and colleagues' (985) tutors, where rather complex se
quences of proof or algebraic manipulations are being taught,
evaluation of student responses proceeds on a step-by-step
basis. After simpler components of vocabulary, facts, or proce
dures have been mastered, more complex units are presented.
The mastery approach is a central feature of Gagne's (968)
and other learning hierarchy approaches to curriculum.

This method is widely used in the design oftechnical training
and in corporations (see, e.g., Reigeluth, 1983) and its ideas
are informally used in the design of some school curricula,
especially in mathematics. A theoretical analysis by VanLehn
(990) used arithmetic subtraction as an example and devel
oped a computational model of learning in which he showed
that conditions such as adding only one subprocedure per
lesson and showing the learner all relevant intermediate results
are important enabling conditions to support learning of cor
rect procedures.

Cumcula for Conceptual Understanding and General
Abilities: The Cognftive/Rationalist View

(c2) Sequences of conceptual development. The theme of
meaningfulleaming, where "meaningful" has tended to imply
a focus on organiZing concepts of a field of knowledge, has
been a dominant coun,em'eight to empiricist theories through
out the history of educational psychology. Although behavior
ists have had Significant influence on mainstream curriculum
practice, including the organization of textbooks and testing, a
stream of research in the 20th century has focused on identifying
organizing themes and concepts and studying ho""" students
can best come to understand them. Gestalt psychologists (e.g.,
Katona, 1940) searched for organizing structures in human per
ception and thinking. Much of their """ork was focused on per
ceptual structures, often taken to be biologically determined
ways in which individuals were aTtuned to the physical environ
ment. A few Gestalt psychologists, most notably Max Wer
theimer (945/1959), proposed that there also exist organizing
conceptualstructures, and that these, rather than collections of
specific associations, should become central in the school cur
riculum.

Research on conceptually meaningful leaming has been
most influential when psychologists have allied with subject
matter specialists and have become deeply engaged in efforts
to define curriculum in a particular subject, rather than concen
trating on more generic theories of learning or instruction. Ex
amples include the work of Brownell (e.g., 1935), who in the
1930s studied processes of meaningful learning in mathematics,
stressing the role of understanding of concepts in promoting
more stable computational performance, and Sch"""ab's (978)
discussions of the structures of subject matter domains.

In the 1960s psychologists such as Bruner (960) joined
forces with a broad communiry of scientiSts and mathematicians
in efforts to develop curricula grounded in the fundamental
concepts of those disciplines. Central in Bruner's thinking was
the question of how the complex concepts of scientific and

mathematical disciplines could be made accessible to children
at different Stages of cognitive development. Bruner's optimism
about the possibilities-he argued that any concept could be
taught in some intelleaually honest form to children at any
age-brought him into some theoretical conflict with Piaget,
whose extensive body ofwork on children's cognitive develop
ment was, in the 1960s, just corning to the attention ofAmerican
psychologists and educators (as discussed earlier in the second
section, p. 18).

Piaget himselfnever wrote about curriculum as such. Indeed,
his constructivist theory ofknowledge-the theory that individ
uals do not absorb or copy ideas from the extemal world, but
rather must construct their concepts through active observation
and experimentation-led him to argue against direct teaching
of disciplinary concepts (Piaget, 1935,1965/1970). What he was
arguing against was direct teaching of the behaviorist bits-and
pieces variery, rather than the kinds of meaningful learning
that psychologists such as Brownell and Bruner advocated. But
Piaget's advocacy against direct teaching led many develop
mental psychologiSts to argue for a curriculum based almost
entirely on children's construction ofkno"""ledge by direct inter
action with elements of the physical environment (e.g., Gins
burg & Opper, 1969).

One educational result of Piagefs influence was that, for a
considerable period of time, psycholOgists collaborated with
science educators on an approach to curriculum that deliber
ately separated processes from content. Although Piagetians
did not believe that specific science concepts could be directly
taught, Trtany, especially in America, believed that the processes
of scientific reasoning could be. Curricula-such as Science: A
Process Approach-were developed to teach children specific
skills for observation, experimentation, data analysis, and the
like, and avoided commitment to any specific kno"",'ledge.

Subject maner domains also contain general methods of
reasoning and problem solving, which can be taught in ways
that emphasize their general usefulness. An approach to general
methods of reasoning and problem solVing "..as encouraged
by work in information processing, especially the characteriza
tion of general methods in programs such as the General Prob
lem Solver (Ernst & Newell, 1969; Ne"""ell & Simon, 1972). In
the spirit of the General Problem Solver and its claim that a
limited set of strategies and heuristics could be applied success
fully in all or most domains of knowledge, moSl programs for
teaching problem-solving skills were initially "add-ons" to the
standard subject matter curriculum. In educational terms, they
belonged to the "study skills" strand of curriculum, embodied
in special courses, often optional and often designed for stu
dents who were not perfonning at optimum levels, or for indi
viduals interested in raising their own levels of perfOl1'IWlce
(e.g., }byes, 1981; M. Levine, 1988).

In the spirit of study skills courses, most thinking skills pro
grams went beyond the cognitive strategies revealed by infor
mation-processing research to include a variety of self-manage
ment skills, including procedures for managing one's 0"''Il time
and motivation for study. These metacognitive abilities soon
became an object of educational research and experimentation
as well, especiaUy in the field of reading comprehension. Two
streams of curriculum thinking based on metacognition
emerged. One was quite similar to the information-processing
Strategy programs. Children were taught about strategies for
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comprehending texts and the strategies themselves were the
focus of practice, classroom conversation, and, quite often,
tests. Most efforts to directly teach metacognitive skills and
other deliberate learning strategies have been disappointing.
The taught skills often are not retained, are not applied indepen
dently by srudents, or take a brinle fonn that does not seem to
enhance other learning, even when the nev.' strategies them
selves are performed to specification. A repeated finding is that
general strategies directly Laught to srudents tend not to be
spontaneously used under conditions different from those in
which the): were initially practiced (e.g., A. 1. Brown & Campi
one. 1977).

On the other hand, there have been several demonstrations
of successful instruction in strategic aspects of learning and
problem solving when these were connected with the kinds
of contents and activities that are contained in subject matter
domains An example was provided by Schoenfeld (985). who
developed an instructional approach designed to integrate the
learning of general mathematical principles and their applica
tion to particular problems. His goal \...as to teach srudents
general problem-solving heuristics, panerned after ideas of
Polya (] 945), such as constructing a simpler version of the
problem and using analogies. He also taught metacognitive
control strategies, such as considering alternative courses of
action and monitoring to see whether you are making progress
toward a solution Finally, he emphasized teaching productive
beliefs about problem solving. His teaching methods involved
srudents solVing many differenl kinds of problems, first as a
whole class v,'ith him acting as facilitator. then in groups of
three or four where he acted as a monitor, and finally alone
as homework. Similar app~oaches to learning much earlier
mathematics through problem solving, invention, and discus
sion are also being develo;>ed (e.g., Carpenter, Fennema, Pe
terson, Chi3.ng, & Loef, 1999). (See p. 31).

An eX2.rnple oithisapp~chin reading is reciprocal teaching
(Palincsar & Brown, 1984). Reciprocal teaching maintains focus'
on the content of the texts but organizes special procedures to
help children learn to monitor their comprehension by summa
rizing, asking questions, or predicting what might come next
in the story.

Learning activities focused on strategic know-how also have
been designed in writing and arithmetic. In learning to write,
srudents often focus on the contents of their compositions,
neglecting rhetorical factors that are crucW for their writing
successfully. Bereiter and Scarda.malia (987) created an envi·
rorunent in which students commented on their own texts,
choosing from a set of cards with statements such as ''1 need
another eX2.ffiple here," or "Even I seem to be confused about
this," or "This is very clear." Computational envirorunents for
learning strategies were designed by J. S. Brown and Burton,
including strategic aspects ofplaying a game to gain proficiency
in arithmetic (Burton & Brown, 1982). and strategies of trouble
shooting involved in choosing tests in electronic maintenance
(T. S. Brown, Burton, & deKleer, 1982). These systems, like
Bereiter and Scardamalia's cue cards. involve intervention in a
student's work with Strategic hints or requirements that they
give strategic reasons for their actions.

These subject maner-based problem-solving programs rep
resent an effort to resolve in curriculum tenns the fundamental
tension berween what Newell (980) called weak methods-
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i.e., general skills-and strong methods-i.e., domain-specific
procedures, as we discussed in a previous section. Many srudies
have shown that students' abilities to understand and learn new
material depend strongly on what they already know (Glaser,
1984). Nevertheless, it appears that educators cannot build ex
pertise by having their srudents memorize experts' knowledge.
That kind of learning appears to produce "inert" knowledge
(Whitehead, 1916), unlikely to be usable in complex perfor
mances. Instead, expert knowledge must be constructed
through activity and experience. Knov,:ledge construction, how
ever, is time-consuming. The social and personal mental elabo
ration necessary for successful learning takes time-much more
time than is typicaUy allowed for the srudy of any topic in the
school curriculum. "Ibis means that efforts to cover an extensive
body of knowledge are bound to fail to produce significant
learning. In response to this understanding, several leading
thinkers have promoted a philosophy of "less is more" (e.g.,
Sizer,1992; Whitehead, 1916)-that is, learning a few important
ideas and concepts well is educationally more powerful than
is a curriculum of extensive but superficial exposure. This has
begun to engender a research agenda concerned with identi
fying powerful, generative concepts-the ones to include in
the "less" curriculum-and v,ith figuring out how to teach
them so that they are, in fact, generative. This research on the
generative curriculum is being pursued subject manerby subject
matter, most often in collaborative teams that include cognitive
researchers and subject maner experts.

The cognitive perspective brings psychologists into much
more active contact v,'ith subject maner or disciplinary experts
than has been the case for those working in the behaviorist
perspective. Investigators using the cognitive approach did not
initially raise questions about the content of the curriculum but
gradually-partly through their ov,'t) interest in the structure of
information, and partly through the anraction of information
processing concepts and methods to some researchers in sci
ence and mathematics education-cognitive psychologists be
gan to aUy with subject maner specialists and v.ith other
branches of psychology that had long tIeated the structure
of knowledge itself, and the ways in which people come to
appreciate and use different knowledge structures as the central
questions of the discipline.

Findings of research in which students are asked to explain
phenomena that are theoretically problematic and in which
their explanations have been interpreted as misconceptions
(e.g., McCloskey, 1983) can be interpreted as raising problems
for the constructive/rationalist assumption. Srudents may not
have re.ched a suffident operational stage to reason effectively,
or their intuitions may be discrepant from expert understanding.
On the other hand, our earlier discussion of research on chilo
dren's conceptual growth (see p. 18) showed significant abilities
to reason inruitively in conceprual domains, which suggests that
classroom activities should build on the initial understandings of
children. This ca.n be achieved if the phenomena that we want
srudents to understand can be presented in a way that affords
srudents' understanding them in v,·ays that can be extended
toward expert understanding. To accomplish this, we need to
find ways to activate versions of understanding that can serve
as bases of the target understandings.

One eX2.ffiple is a kind of lesson that Minsuell (989) and
A. L. Bro\>,ll and Campione (994) call a benchmark lesson.
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Benchmark lessons are used to introduce conceptual problems
that are known to present difficulties for students, and to elicit
the students' understandings of situations in which the scientific
concepts apply. Those phenomena then are used as foci of
discussion for which alternative interpretations are developed,
as extensions and transfonnations of the students' initial under
standings. In another example, Roth (986) reorganized the
presentation of material in middle school biology texts to ad
dress Students' initial understanding of plant nutrition as a pro
cess of ingestion, and related the idea of photosynthesis to the
intuitive understanding that students have about manufacturing.

Students' initial understandings can also be brought to bear
by using analogies in which the constraints of the system being
studied are salient, as in D. E. Brown and Clement's (989) use
of a spring analogy to help students understand about nonnal
forces. While it is counterintuitive for many students to think
of a surface such as a table as exening a force on a resting
object, il is intuitive to think of a spring as exening such a
force. Then the system of a surface supponing an object can
be thought of by analogy v,'ith the spring, by recognizing that
there is a small compression of any surface when an object is
resting on it. D. E. Brov.n and Clement hypothesized that in
learning through analogies, students are able to develop mental
models of systems that are attuned to the important causal
constraints of the systems they are Stud;ing.

The principle of connecti.:1g instruction with students' under
standing is also reflected in the activities involved in the learning
environments that we discussed earlier (see pp. 29-33). When
physical materials and computational environments are de
signed to represent conceptual structures, the representations
are chosen 10 enable students' intuitive understandings to serve
as a basis for developing their understanding of subject maner
concepts. When classroom activities are organized to promote
studen~' active construction of understanding through partici
pation in discourse, problems and examples are used that evoke
students' intuitive understandings, .....·hich are then appropriated
for productive discussion and analysis in the class.

Curricula for Learning Participation in SodaI Practices: 1be
Siruative/Sociohistoric View. According to the situative view,
the curriculum should reflect a set of commitments about kinds
of activities that students should learn to participate in, as well
as the subject maner contents that they should learn about.

(s3) Development 01disciplinarypractices 01discourse and
representation. Subject maner disciplines have characteristic
forms and styles of discourse, including ways in which ques
tions, hypotheses, and conjectures are formulated and re12ted
to accepted knowledge and ways in which evidence, examples,
and arguments are related to conclusions. They also have char
acteristic forms of representation that are used productively
among practitioners. The curriculum of 2 subject maner domain
can be organized to include students' coming to appreciate and
learning to participate in these forms and styles of discourse
and representation.

Fonnal arguments involving explicit definitions and postu
lates are concentrated in the high school geometry course. In
typical instruction, students study proofs of theorems and learn
to construct proofs in exercise problems. This gives them little
or no experience in formulating the definitions and choosing
poStulates that the proofs depend on.

In a classic design experiment, Fawcett (938) organized
a high school geometry class around practices of deductive
reasoning. The class engaged in discussion of alternative v,<lYs
of defining terms and the neceSSity of stating assumptions ex
plicitly for an argument to be fonnally valid. An important
aspect of reasoning practices in mathematics is the anention
given to expliCit definitions and statements of assumptions.
Fawcett led his class in discussions of alternative definitions,
emphasizing relations between definitions of concepts and the
uses ofthose concepts in constructing proofs. They also empha
sized premises and conclusions of arguments, considering
whether stated premises were sufficient to support claims as
deductive consequences or whether additional assumptions
were needed for some claims. Discussions included topics of
geometry. where each student constructed a system of defined
concepts and postulates that he or she used to prove a set
of theorems. Discussions also included topics from everyday
activity, which involved practices of examining definitions of
concepts and validity of arguments from the point of view of
mathematical rigor. For example, at the beginning of the term
Fawcett noted that the school had decided to give an award
to a "good citizen" at the: end of the year, and his c1as~ discussed
the problem of defining the concept of a "good citizen" suffi
ciently to support a decision of which st'.Jdent should be the
winner.

The general point of Fawcen's example is that students
learned practices of formulating mathematical definitions and
arguments, learned how to judge the validity of mathematical
claims, and learned to take responsibility for making and ques
tioning mathematical assertions. For most students, learning
these aspects of practice in a discipline requires a sening in
which they can participate in the kinds of activities in which
the discipline engages. Unless teachers organize the activities
of learning to include participation in inquiry and discourse
about concepts, claims, and arguments, with students having
responsibility for their claims and questions, we cannot expect
more than a few Students to acquire these aspects of practice
in subject maner disciplines.

Similarly, in Schoenfeld's (987) course in problem solVing,
a major goal is for the students to develop standards of adequate
argument2.tion. When they do so, they do not depend on the
inst.ructor to tell them whether a solution is correct or whether
an argument they have developed is a valid proof.

In most inst.ruction in behaviorist or cognitive approaches.
technical representations are presented to Students as systems
they need to learn, and they need to learn to use those represen
tations correctly. An alternative is to organize activities in which
Students will construct representational systems, thereby partici
pating in discussions in which the meanings and functions of
symbols are the results of their inquiry r.lther than simply a
task for them to learn. In one example. diSessa, Hammer, and
Sherin (991) observed a teacher and a class develop several
graphical representations that revealed students' intuitions
about speeds of motion as a vehicle goes up a hill, stops, and
rolls back down. A rich variety of graphical representations was
developed in which students could learn to appreciate features
such as continuity that characterize the standard system of
graphing. In the Algebra Project (Moses et aI., 1989), one of
the ways that students have agency in their learning of mathe
matics is in developing their own symbols for mathematical



-- relations such as the direction of a displacement in space, re
lated to the sign of an integer.

The principle of introducing discourse practices of a disci
pline to students through their participation is reflected in all
of the learning environments where students provide explana
tions of their opinions and arguments to support their conclu
sions.

(54) Pract~es offormulating and solving realist~problems.
In several design experiments, psychologists and educators are
working to develop curriculum materials and activities in which
students' learning experiences are focused on meaningful set
tings of activiry in which the contents of subject matter disci
plines are embedded. These activity structures engage students'
interests and understandings, and support learning that extends
their ability to reason with subject-matter concepts.

In one example, the Jasper project at Vanderbilt (Cognition
and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990. 1994; see also chap
ter 25) creates engaging videot2pe present2tions of problem
situations. One concerns someone finding an injured eagle in
a location that can be reached only by helicopter, creating a
problem that includes minimizing the time it wilII2ke to reach
the sire and transport the eagle to a place where it can receive
care. The problems reflect the complex problem solVing and
planning that occurs in real life and provide opportunities for
using mathematical methods to reason about significant aspects
ofa problem situation, rather than merel)' exercising mathemati
cal procedures mechanically. Another example is the Middle
School Mathematics Through Applications Project at the Insti
tute for Research on Learning in Palo Alto (Moschkovich, 1994),
which creates computer-based learning environments in which
students work on design problems, such as designing living
and working space for a research team in Ant2rctica.

Projects are an attempt to bring research, design, and trou
bleshooting t2sks from work environments into the school. For
example, Dewey (Cuban, 1984) had students in his laboratory
school build a clubhouse for the school, where they learned .
planning, mathematical, and construction skills. In Boston,
Harel (991) had fourth graders each develop a computer pro
gram to teach third graders about fractions. In Rochester, New
York, eighth-grade students carried out research projects on the
City of Rochester and on the life and times of George Eastman
(Carver, 1990; Collins, Hawkins, & Carver, 1991) by interviewing
adults and finding source materials. Their findings were pro
duced as H;'perCard stacks, which were displayed at the Roch
ester Museum and Science Center.

Project environments challenge the scope-and-sequence no
tion of curriculum because Students typically need a wide vari
ety of skills to carry out any project. These skills can be t2ught
either before or during the project, and resources should be
prOVided for students to learn hov.; to do the things that are
needed to proceed through their project work.

These projects are J'2ising the fundament21 issue of contents
and cognitive processes in a strong form. Their activity settings
are engaging and meaningful, and students participate actively
in comple,. cognitive processes of problem formulation, under
standing, and reasoning. These processes depend on principles
of the subject matter disciplines, and students succeed and grow
in their abilities. The subject matter concepts and principles,
however, tend to be embedded in the contexts of their activity
settings. It is a particular challenge to provide for students'
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learning of systematic knowledge in subject matter domains
when the curriculum is organized by realistic and extended
projects.

A crucial topic for research, then, is to improve our under
standing of relations between subject maner concepts and rea
soning that relies on those concepts. An issue for curriculum
anal)'sis and formulation will be to develop learning agendas
that give appropriate emphasis to both explicit and implicit
understandings of subject maner concepts and principles that
students can gain.

Constructing Authentic Assessments

Assessment is integral to education in that it serves to guide
the teaching and learning process and reports to parents and
the public. The problems of assessment and testing have been
central ones for educational psychology throughout its history.
The development of theories and techniques for reliable and
efficient testing is one of educational psychology's most im
portant practical achievements. However, these theories and
techniques have been developed almost entirely within only
one of the three views of knowing and learning that we have
discussed in this chapter, the behaviorist/empiricist view. This
has led in recent years to calls for developing ne"'" approaches
to assessment that are in better accord with the epistemological
assumptions of the cognitive and situative views.

"Whether an assessment of knowing and learning in a domain
is authentic depends on ..,,'hether il does what it claims to do
that is, to inform us about knowing and learning in that domain.
Therefore, any evaluation of authenticity depends on the view
of knowing and learning thaI the evaluation presupposes. The
three viev.'s of knowing and learning that have organized our
discussion support quite different viev.'s of assessment. The
traditional behaviorist perspective supports a quantit2tive view
of knowing and learning, in ..,,'hich assessment involves inde
pendent samples of knowledge or skill to estimate how much
of the domain a student has acquired. The cognitive view of
assessment emphasizes questions aboul whether students un
derst2nd general principles in a domain and whether they use
methods and strategies that are useful in solving problems in the
domain. The situative viev.· ofassessment emphasizes questions
about the quality ofstudents' participation in activities of inquiry
and sense-making, and considers assessment practices as inte
gral components of the general systems of activity in which
they occur.

Measuring Elements ofAcquired Information and Ski11: Tbe
Bebaviorlst/Empirlcist View

(bS) Assessment of/mowledge comporumts.In the behavior
ist view, knowing in a domain is a collection of information
and skills that a person has acquired. A mature technology
supports the constrUction of achievement tests, which are used
in assessments in many schools, Sl2tes, nations, and interna
tional studies. The development of these tests relies on partici
pation by knowledgeable experts in the subject matter disci
plines of the test who provide authorit2tive judgments that
the items in the test accurately represent knowledge in the
discipline. A combination of expert judgment and empirical
results is used to characterize the difficulty of items. The devel-
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opment of tests also is supported by the technology ofanalyzing
tasks in the domain in tenns of component procedures and pre
requisites.

Technologies of psychological measurement arose from Bi·
net's work in the early 20th century 09(9). When Binet was
asked to identify students who needed special help in school,
he constructed a broad sample of items intended to measure
ability. The tests that he developed, and that have been devel
oped in the tradition of psychological measurement, consist of
large sets of items, most of which can be answered qUickly.
nus allows a broad sampling ofintellectual aCtivities ofdifferent
kinds to be included in the test, but with little or no opportunity
for sustained work on any complex problem or understanding
any complex idea. Because intelligence has been viewed as an
attribute of individual capability, primarily involving manipula
tion of symbols, tests do not include observation of an individu
al's interactions with other people or with complex mechanical
or other emirorunental systems. Binet's test was designed for
individual, clinical administration. Subsequently, considerable
effort was devoted to creation of pencil-and-paper intelligence
tests, made up of multiple short items, that could be adminis
tered to groups and scored mechanically.

Tests of multiple intellectual competencies (e.g., Guilford,
1967; Thurstone, 1938) have involved identifying factors of
ability, such as spatial, verbal, or numerical ability. Such a test
consists of a collection of items that relate to the ability that it
is pu;ported to measure, v,,'ith the same properties of breviry
and unambiguous scorability as characterize items on tests of
general intelligence.

The techniques Originally developed for intelligence tests
were also applied to tests of knowledge and achievement in
school subjeCts. Standardized achievement tests are typically
based on large samples of small items that represent a broad
range of content, but with tasks that do not include sUStained
work on complex problems, corrununication or collaboration
with other people, or complex interactions with complex me
chanical or other environmental technologies. The achievement
tests in widest use in U.S. schools also use item selection tech
niques that are designed to compare students with each other
in a process of nonn referencing, rather than with an explicit
standard of what students are expected to learn. A newer tech
nology of criterion referencing (Glaser, 1994) has anempted
to match test items to explicit learning expectations, but by and
large it has maintained the atomistic nature of the individual
test items.

Tests of ability or knowledge composed of atomistic items
make sense if we assume that the question we need to answer
is some version of "How much?"-that is, how much general
intelligence does a student have? or how much ability ofa more
specific kind. such as spatial or verbal abiliry, does a student
have? or how much does a student know in some domain such
as mathematics, history, or biology? nus method of measuring
school achievement makes sense in the behaviorist perspective,
which assumes that acquired knowledge consists ofan accumu
lation of components of information and skill, and the question
"How much has a student learned in this subject maner?" is
answered meaningfully by scores on tests that sample the ele
ments of that domain.

Measures of students' general inteUectual abilities and back
ground knowledge provide information that is used to predict

their prospects for successfulleaming in traditional school and
school-like settings. Entrants into the U,S. military, for example,
take a test that measures several aspects of intelJectual abiliry,
and the results are used to assign inductees to training programs
of various kinds. Most standardized achievement tests are con
structed in the multiple-choice format, which supports both
objectiVity and efficiency in scoring. By the use of multiple
choice items and machine scoring, scores can be compared
across the world, and tests can be judged against standards of
statistical reliability and validity in predicting students' future
performance in schools.

Evaluating Growtb in Reasoning and Understanding: 1be
Cognttive/RationaItst View

(c4) Assessments ofextended performance. When knowing
is viewed as the ability to employ general reasoning schemata
and strategies and understanding of general principles in do
mains, assessment emphasizes students' knowing and reason
ing in accomplishing larger tasks. Shon-answer tests can assess
whether students can answer questions about general prine
pIes, but many people argue that to assess whether Students
can reason with and communicate about general principles. it
is necessary to observe them in appropriate activities of reason
ing and communication. Alternative assessments that are being
developed include on-demand examination questions that take
an hour or more of class time, projects that take several days
or weeks, and portfolios of work that is accomplished through
out a tenn or year of study.

Psychologists working in the Piagetian tradition and educa
tors studying learning in subject maner domains have devel
oped assessments to evaluate children's levels of logicodeduc.
tive functioning and conceptual development, which have been
used mainly in their research studies. These assessments typi
cally use interview techniques and experimental methods that
uncover children's conceptions and misconceptions in science
and mathematics. (For example, see chapters in Carey &: Gel
man, 1991, or in M. Gardner, Greeno, Reif, Schoenfeld,
diSessa, &: Stage, 1990.) These approaches have not seen wide
spread use in school assessment, in large part because they are
tirne-costly, relying on clinical interviewing or special experi
mental arrangements and individualized interpretation.

The argument for assessments based on more complex per
formances is essentially the same as that for assessing writing
based on performance of students in writing tasks. Some years
ago the English-language teaching corrununity rebelled against
short-answer items as a way to measure writing abiliry, based
on the argument that it is impossible to assess writing ability
without having students write. They developed several system
atic scoring methods, in particular, holistic scoring, analytic
scoring, and primary-trait scoring (Huot, 1990). Referees are
systematically trained to make reliable judgments on a 4- to 6
point scale. It is possible to obtain very high interrater reliabiliry
in scoring (around 9<)OAl) with practice (Huot, 1990i Mullis, 1980).
Similar techniques are used for Ad.....anced Placement examina
tions and to assess portfolios for advanced placement in the arts.

These developments, having solved some of the problems
of objectivity in scoring assessments based on e:..,'tended perfor
mances, have begun to be used as the basis for developing new
technologies ofpeifomumce assessment in education (Mislevy,
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1993; L B. Resnick, 1994). Performance assessment provides a
bridge berween the cognitive and the situative perspectives on
knowing and learning, because the extended performances
needed to assess conceptual understanding and reasoning often
also involve engagement with other people and with tools and
artifacts that create natural, or "authentic," situations of activity.

An important example of this use of technology is the man
ner in "II.'hich the inuoduction of video and computers into
schools made it possible to consider assessing abilities that are
not well captured in wrinen performances (Collins, Hawkins, &
Frederiksen, 1993). For example, videotape can record Students'
oral presentations, their work "II.'ith other students, and their
execution of hands-on activities. Computers can record infor
mation about students' problem solving in real-world contexts
(e,g., playing the role of a bank teller), their responsiveness to
hints and feedback, and their long-term learning in different task
contexts. These two media make it possible to assess aspects of
student performance that paper and pencil inherently caMot
record.

(0) Crediting varieties ofexcellence. An important contri
bution of psychologists working in the rationalist tradition has
been a reformulation of the theory of multiple intellectual com
petencies ....ith a focus on understanding and meaning (H. Gard
ner, 1983). An implication of this perspective is the importance
of recognizing multiple approaches that Students may use to
solve problems and preferences that students may have for
particular contents and styles of mental work. Understanding
and reasoning occur in the contextS of activities that shape
them and give them significance, and if they are addressed to
a significant issue, there ~'ill always be multiple ways for an
intellectual contribution to be productive.

The need to recognize multiple kinds ofcontributions means
that evaluations of student work need to be made by individuals
and groups of judges who are sensitive to the varieties of excel
lence that can occur. .As psychologists and educators develop
systems of evaluation and assessment, we can contribute to the
valUing of diversity in the styles and methods of understanding
and reasoning that develop within our society.

Assessing Participation in Practices: The Situative!
Pragmatist-Sociobistorlc Vtew

(s5) Assessing participation in inquiry and socialpractices
oflearning. When knowing in a domain is considered as ability
to partidpate in the socially organized distributed practices of
thinking and inquiry in the domain, assessment needs to be
focused on evaluation of those abilities. Many of the proposals
for alternative assessments, sucll as evaluation of projects and
portfolios (e.g., Resnick & Resnick, 1991) are relevant to the
assessment of parlidpation in inquiry practices, because those
materials are relatively direct products of inquiry. It is also
valuable to base assessments on observation ofwork by individ
uals and groups in significant inquiry activities. These assess
ments can involve evaluations ofthe qualicy ofactivicy of groups
of students and their individual members in the course of their
work on projects. It can also involve observation of students'
work on problems that are presented for the purposes of assess
ment, sometimes called "on-<lemand" assessment.

(s6) Student participation in assessment. An important as
pect of partidpation in a comrnunicy involves being included
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in the community's processes of evaluation of its accomplish
ments and progress. The situative view of kno~'ing and
learning, therefore, suppons the notion that students should
participate meaningfully in the processes of assessment, not
merely as people whose work is assessed, but also as contribu
tors to the fonnulation of standards and judgments of qualicy
of work. Participation in processes of assessing their own
and other students' work can provide opportunities for them
to develop their own standards, their abilities for inteUeaual
judgment, and their sense of personal responsibility for their
individual work and their contributions to the community's
progress.

(s7) Design of assessment syszems. The central issues
around educational assessment concern its role in the overall
system of schooling (Frederiksen & Collins, 1989). Many feel
that it is the most powerful lever reformers have on the
system and that if we can construct an assessment system
that encourages thinking, then schools will change teaching
practices (Resnick & Resnick, 1991). A contrasting view is
that the educational system has evolved with assessment as
one component, and that if assessment practices are changed
independently of other components (curriculum, pedagogy,
textbooks, etc.), then the system will force ne9.' assessment
practices back toward current practice to fit with the other
components (Cuban, 1984).

Human judgments of intellectUal work playa crucial role
in the kinds of evaluation of students' learning that are most
significant. To accomplish the reforms that are needed in assess
ment of school learning, we need to develop systems of assess
ment practice in which the judgments that are produced can
be interpreted and trusted. We believe that this requires devel
opment and support of communities of practice in assessment
that will develop standards of evaluation as well as Standards
of quality in the work of students that they evaluate. This will
be an important aspect of the professional work of teaching,
and, like other aspects of teaching that are implied by the
reforms of education, will have to be supponed as an integral
part of teachers' activicy. As a pan of this effon, research can
be addressed to understanding the complex ~'ays in which
teachers and students generate and use information about the
achievements and progress of Students as inherent aspects of
their everyday activities of classroom work (Hall, Knudsen, &
Greeno, in press).

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented our understanding of the current state of
knowledge in educauonal psychology regarding the central is
sues of cognition and learning. We hope that we have conveyed
both a sense of continuity in the development of research on
these topics over the course of the 20th century and a sense of
the transitional state thaI we believe the field is in at this time.
We also hope that we have conveyed our belief that concepts
developed in this research have both progressively enriched and
deepened the scientific understanding offundamental processes
and significantly supported the understanding and improvement
of educational practice. In this concluding section, we consider
prospects for the continued development of the theoretical per
spectives and research involving design experiments.
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Theoretical Issues

We have portrayed the theoretical state regarding cognition
and learning as being organized by three general perspectives,
aU with long traditions, whose current versions we have called
behaviorist, cognitive, and situative. These perspectives are not
equally developed. of course. The behaviorist perspective was
the main line of development in the psychology of learning
for several decades. Development of the cognitive perspective
became the major focus of psychological research on learning
and thinking in the 1970s. And the situative perspective is still
in an early stage of development as an organizing principle
and set of work practices for psychological research.

We expect that in the next several years, one of the salient
theoretical questions for this field will be the continuing clarifi
cation of relations among these three perspectives. In broad
tenns. there are at least two ways that this may develop.

One possibility is that the behaviorist, cognitive, and situative
views analyze processes of cognition and learning at different
levels of aggregation. A behaviorist analysis studies activities
of individuals. A cognitive analysis is more detailed, studying
individual actiVity at a level of its internal structures of infonna
tion, including symbolic representations and processes that
transform symbolic expressions. A situative analysis is more
aggregated than a behaviorist analysis. A situative analysis stud
ies acevity systems in which individual agents participate as
members of sodal groups and as components oflarger systems
in which they interact '\\.i.th material resources. Viewing the
relation among these perspectives as focusing on different lev
els. we would expect theoretical developments that show how
principles of activity at the level of groups and human resource
S)'sterns can be understood as compositions of principles of
individual behavior. along with principles ofgroup and human
resource interaction. and how principles of individual behavior
are compositions of principles of infonnation processing, along
with other principles such as motivation and emotion.

Another possibility, involVing a somewhat more competitive
relation among the perspectives, is that the situative perspective
can provide a kind of synthesis of the behaviorist and cognitive
perspectives. According to this possibility, behaviorist analyses
study processes of activity. neglecting their contents. while cog
nitive analyses study contents of activity, including processes
that transform those contents. but neglect processes that must
be included if activity is to be understood as being affeaed by
and affecting systems other than indiVidual agents. According
to this view. the three perspectives may constitute a kind of
Hegelian cycle of thesis-antithesis-synthesis (Greeno & Moore,
1993). in which behaviorism provides a thesis that focuses on
external aspects of activity, the cognitive view provides an
antithesis that focuses on internal infonnational aspects, and
the situative view may develop as a synthesis that unifies the
strengths of the two earlier approaches. This view supports an
expectation of theoretical developments that will show how
principles of individual behavior and of infonnation processing
can be understood as special cases of more general principles
of interactive functioning.

Issues of Understanding and Facilitating Practice

In our discussions of issues of eduC2tional practice, we have
tried to show ho....· the theoretical perspectives that we consid-

erect can be used to understand principles that are inherent, as
assumptions, in current practices or in practices that people
want to have. In our view, the role of theory in practice is not
to prescribe a set of practices that should be followed. but
rather to assist in clarifying alternative practices. including un
derstanding ofways that aspeCts of practice relate to alternative
functions and purposes of activity. We believe that the educa
tional principles that are expressed in alternative theoretical
perspectives can all be valid as bases of practice. Alternative
principles can be complementary, but they can also be in con
flict. The challenges of practice involve finding patterns ofactiv
Ity that advance multiple values when they are compatible and
balance values when they are inconsistent.

The principles articulated in this chapter are first approxima
tions, and further critical discussion may lead to clearer and
more coherent expressions of practical assumptions. We also
recognize that the issues that we have discussed-Ieaming
environments, curriculum, and assessment-are a small subset
of the issues that are critical in eduC2tional practice. We
believe that other issues also can be informed by the kind
of discussion we have begun to develop in this chapter.
perhaps organized by the same theoretical perspectives that
we have used.

As one example of such a prospect, consider issues of teach
ing practice. The behaviorist perspective suggests a focus on
efficiency of conveying information and training skill. and em
phasiZes teaching practices that involve well-organized routines
of classroom activir;.. with clear plans and goals. The cognitive
perspective suggests focusing on teaching as a kind ofcoaching,
emphasiZing teachers' understanding of and anention to stu
dents' thinking in order to identify potential improvement that
they can guide and encourage. The situative perspective sug
gests a focus on teachers as mentors ....·ho represent communi
ties of practice in the society. As such, they engage in the
professional activities of creating and using disciplinary knowl
edge, exemplify valued practices of these communities, and
guide students as they become increasingJ)' competent p...c
titioners..

As another example. consider issues of valuing diversity
among srudents. The behaviorist perspective suggests a focus
on eqUity of access and opportunity to acquire ....alued knowl
edge and supports development of practices that ensure that
aU students can achieve a satisfactory level of basic knov..'ledge.
The cognitive perspective suggests a focus on differences
among students in their interests and engagement in the con
cepts and methods of subject maner domains, in the under
standings that they bring to school activities, and in their learn
ing strategies and epistemological beliefs, and supports
development of practices in which these multiple interests.
understandings, and approaches are resources that enrich the
educational experiences of all students. The situative perspec
tive suggests a focus on school learning as the activities of
communities of practice whose members-the teachers and
students-are participants in many communities outside of
school. and whose main function is to help prepare students for
satisfying and effective participation in multiple communities of
the sodety in their later lives. nus perspective encourages the
development of sodal arrangements in school that can reinforce
and complement students' family and other nonschool social
communities and the development of students' and teachers'
identities through meaningful participation in social and pro-



fessional communities that create and use subject maner
knowledge.

Needless to say, discussions of these and other crucial educa
tional issues require much careful thought and attention to the
diversity of practical and theoretical work that has been and is
being carried out regarding them. Our hope and belief is that
discussions along these lines may contribute to that work.

Advancing Practical Theory

We are convinced that there is a significant shift occurring
in the relation between theoretical and practical work and prog
ress in educational psychology. We have focused much of our
anention in this chapter on a kind of research that includes
developmental work in designing learning environments, for
mulating curricula, and assessing achievements of cognition
and learning and, simultaneously, on efforts to contribute to
fundamental scientific understanding. In research and develop
ment of this kind, questions about a theory are not limited to
whether it is coherent and yields accurate predictions; we also
ask, as a central question, whether it works-that is, do the
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concepts and principles of the theory inform practice in produc
tive ways. It becomes a task of research to develop and analyze
new possibilities for practice, not just to provide inspiring exam
ples, but also to prOVide analytical concepts and principles
that support understanding of the examples and guidance for
people who wish to use the examples as models in transfOrming
their own practices.

This trend is not a simple combination of traditional basic
and applied research. It involves a different conceptualization
of what research and practical reform are. We believe that, as
A. L. Brown and Campione 0994; A. L. Brown, 1994) and J. S.
Brown (991) have argued, reforming practices requires trans
formations of people's understanding of principles that are as
sumed-perhaps implicidy-in the practices, and that theoreti
caUl' oriented research can assist in identifying those principles
and suggest ways of accomplishing the transformations. At the
same time, we believe that by embedding research in the activi
ties of practical reform, the theoretical principles that are devel
oped will have greater scientific validity than those that have
been developed primarily in laboratory work and in disinter
ested observations ofpractice, because they will have to address
deeper questions of how practices function and develop.
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